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The Murray State
Volleyball Team lost
a home match to
Evansville Tuesday,
dropping its record to
1-11 for the season.

College Life presents
Highlighting Blondes,
a look into the
brighter side
of hair.
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Reported assault leads to rape charges
of 10-20 years in prison if convicted.
Dale Willis and Jame!l Wells of
Murray paid Willis' $25.000 surity
bond. His arr-..Ugnment is scheduled
for I p.m. Oct. 5 in Calloway County District Court.
The incident was reported to have
occurred early Sunday morning at
Regent!> College. Public Safety

BY JASON BILUNGSLEY

News EDITOR
Benjamm Caleb Willis. freshmnn
from Murray, was arrested Sunday
in his Franklin College room on
charges of 1ir<:t degree mpe and tirst
degree c:odomy.
Both charges are class B felonies,
and each cnrries a possible sentence

Director David DeVoss and Public
Safety Assistant Director Larry
Nixon responded to a call around 4
a.m. regarding an assault at Regent!>.
according to an affidavit tiled in the
case.
Angela Walton, the security guard
on call at the Regents front desk.
said Willis and the woman who filed
the complaint came to the residential

Parking distribution
causes complaints
BY MARCI OwEN
AsSISTANT

PARKING 2001-2002

News EorroR

As the fall semester proceeds.
complaint<; of inadequate parking
.. seem a.-. common a.; those of textbook prices, hut many studen~ say
Jack of !>pnc:es this '>emester is
wor:;e than previous years.
An~el Tabb, a junior from Elkton, said she definitely has had
more trouble parking this semester.
''The only place I can ever pari.:
IS bChinJ the Spcdal {Education)
Building, and that' .s a long way to
walk." Tabb said "I don't really
care right now, but what is going to
bother me 1s when it'~ !>nowing
outside, and I have to walk 15 minutes to class."
Public Safety Director Dav1d
DeVoss said he believes parktng at
Murray State is adequate. wtth
hundreds of unused spaces daily in
parking lots located on 17th Street
'and at the sorority suites.
'They ha' e much more difficull

Pf>t·
College Courts 53

472 spaces

Regents/White 577

556 spaces

Other Colleges 745
Freshmen-Stadium 538
Faculty /Staff 1283
Commuter 3435

878 spaces
1159 spaces

2798 spaces
3903 spaces

Information provided by Public Safety
situations at other schools,"
DeVoss said. "I feel we have reasonable parking with close proximity. We simply choose not 10
walk."
Beth Harney, Student Government Association Judicial Board
chair, said while most parking lots

are at capacity, more than 250
spaces ure unused everyday.
"Until there are not enough parking spaces all the time. more lots
are out of the question." Harney
said.

see PARKING /14

college between 2:30 a.m.-3:1 0
a.m .. according to the affidavit.
Willis followed standard procedure
by signing in at the front desk and
turning over his Racercard.
The affidavit said Willis returned
to the desk alone about 4 a.m. to
sign out and retrieve hi~ Racercard.
The woman who reported the
crime told police she and a friend.

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Students returning to campus thi$ fall
expecting the long, leafy branche:-. of the
~hoe tree to offer shade in the Quad were
welcomed instead by a surprisingly different rlltcrnative to the trndition : a shoe
stump.
Dewey Yeatts, vice pre!>ic.lent of Facilities Management, said the top of the tree
wa~ cut off after it was damaged in a
storm during the summer.
''The reason it wa~ modified is because
during a storm the top hlew out. and it
was just !>Oft \lf dangling up there," Yeatts
said. "We had to do a little tree surgery."
The shoe tree. a o;;ight of interest to visitors of the University and a favored topic
on the Summer Orientation tour for
incoming freshman, is apparently not the
first tree of ito; kind to encounter dnnger.
An original sh'oe tree on ~ampus years
ago is rumored to have been struck by
lightning.
Murray St:tte students have used the
shoe tree for decades to commemorate
engagements by nailing their footwear to

the bark of [he tree, often penning their
name and date of the engagement on the
side of the shoe.
Justin Kimbro. senior from Murray,
placed his shoe on the tree earlier this
year. He said he hopes it was not a bad
omen, but wishes the tree had been left
the way it was.
"I don't think it was actually a bad
omen." Kimbro c;aid. "The one that was
there before actually got struck by lightning and most of the people that put shoes
there are still together, hopefully."
The recent limb amputation of the shoe
tree has affected more people than the
students who hnve put their shoes on the
tree.
"I think it (the tree) serves as student
morale." Greg Colson. freshman from
Williamstown. said.
Some slUdents do not agree. and said
they think cutting the top of the !>hoe tree
off should only be the first step in
destroying the tree.
"I think the shoe tree is dumb and they
should have cut the whole thing down,"
Nathan Metzger. sophomore from Paducah, said ...It's u~ly us :sin."

_.....,._

--------

see ASSAULT /14

BY S EVERO A VILA
STAff WRITtR

In the wake of the World Trade Center and Pentagon attacks. Americans found themselves in emotional and economic turmoil. While the psychological
scars of this tragedy will take years to heal, three economics expert<> at Murray State say America's economy soon may recover.
The aftermath immediately affected industries such
a.c; tourism, insurance and air travel. Companies in
those fields have laid off employees. and in some
cao;es, shut down entirely.
"Airlines were already operating on a razor-thin
profit margin (before the terrorist attacks)," Economics Professor Gill Mathil> said. 'This just pushed them
over the edge."
Delta Airways. Continental Airlines and Northwest
Airlines are just some of the major carriers that have
taid off employee:. by the tc::ns of thousands. Hope is
on the horizon. however. as Congress passed a biJI
Sept. 21 that will grant a $I 5 billion financial aid
package to the crippled airline industry.
The economic downturn may cause consumers to
be stingy with their money.
"People become more con~rvative
with their money in times of economic uncertainty," said Larry
Guin. finance professor and economics and linance depanment
chair. ''Expect to see spending
drop and saving increase:·
People spend more when they

April
Wright,
junior from
Kevil, said if
the health of the
shoe tree worsens,
a possible remedy
would be to move
the location of the tree
elsewhere. instead of
attempting to salvage the
tree.
"I think they should put it in
a different spot, maybe put it
by Winslow," Wright said.
"I think it just won't be the
same. If they tried to
rebuild it. it (might) bring
bad memories for some people."
Yeatts said if the tree could
not be salvaged. relocation is a
possibility.
"What's out there now. we'll keep it
us long as we can.'' Yeatts said. "If
something happens and it need~ to be
relocated, we'll just try to find anather tree.''

Ve had to do a little tree surgery."
r

dropped the woman off at Regents.
Willis followed her. und she -.igned
him in to the residential college.
according to the affidavit. The
woman told police she thought
Willis wanted to tnlk w1th her.
When they reached 1he room.
Willis went to the bathroom, and the

Economy falls after tragedy

Murray's shoe tree tradition
gets cut short ... literally
BY LOREE STARK

identified as "Chris" in the affidavit.
left the Alpha Tau Omega party
nbout 2:30 a.m. The woman saw
Willis. whom she said she knew
from a class. walking toward 16th
Street.
The woman who reported the
crime then asked if Willi:; needed a
ride to his room at Franklin College.
and he accepted. When her friend

==:: :::: :::: . .

feel optimistic about the economy, a trend experts
have dubbed "consumer confidence." The attacks
jeopardized that confidence level.
"When consumer confidence is affected, there is
less demand for goods anu services." Mathis said.
'This leads to less jobs.''
Of all the nation's economic branches. the Stock
Market took the heavi~t blow. It closed Sept. 11, the
day of the attacks, and reopened Sept. 17 w1th plummeting stock prices.
''The market lost about $1.~ trillion-tmmcdrately following the attacks,'' Mathis said.
But on Monday. just two weeks after the attacks.
the market bounced bac.k with an impresstve performance in averages and closed ju~t shy of the best levels of the previous week.
"This \'olatility m the marketplace is e~pect
ed.'' Guin said. "We ~hould expect n few
months of mark~l turbulence until the situation settles down. Until then the mark~t will
be very volatile, but this ~ould be a very
good time lo buy stocks since the prices are

see ECONOMY /14
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Corrections
Because of a reporter's
error, SGA President Nikki
Key was misquoted in the
story on designated-driver
·cards in the Sept. 21 is~ue of
"The Murray State News."
Key did not say increased
drinking could be a side
effect of the system, but was
disagreeing
with
the
reporter's question.
In the stort on the Blackboard computer system in
the same issue, the Blackboard sy~tem was and still is
functioning correctly. The
story reported incorrectly
that the system was down.
"The News" regrets the
errors.

Clarification
ln the story on fraternity
party guest lists in the Sept.
21 issue of "The News," it
was said fraternities serve
alcohol at their parties. It
should be that those attending the party bring their own
alcohol to consume.

Community sponsors
fundraiser for victims
A fund-raiser for the vic·
tims of the New York City
and Washington, D. C.,
tragedies will be held at 4
p.m. Saturday at Forrest
View Apartments, 1213
North 16th St. Community

leaders and representatives
from various organizations
will be on hand to discuss
what the community can do
to serve others and protect
itself in such a crisis.
Fifty balloons will be
released representing each
state in the union. A chili
cook-off will also be held
with various community
dignitaries serving as judges.
An auction of donated
items from various business·
es and individuals also will
be held. All proceeds will go
to the American Red Cross.

Murray State hosts
band competition
Murray State will host the
24th annual Festival of
Champions
high-school
marching-band competition
at 10:30 a.m. Saturday at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Bands from 19 high
schools in Kentucky, Missouri, Tennessee, Mississippi
and Indiana will compete
according to their classification. The Murray State Racer
Band will perform the first of
two performances during
the day at 4 p.m.
Finals competition will
begin at 6 p.m and will be
followed by a second performance by the Murray State
Racer Band.
Ticket prices are $5 for
adults and $4 for children

ll1e

murray
~state
. news

and students for either the
preliminary or finals competition.
A special combination
ticket, which is good for both
performances, is available
for $7 for adults and $5 for
children and students.
For additional information, contact the University
Bands office at 762-6450 or
by e-mail at bands@mur·
raystate.edu.

MSU professor chosen
as COSFL chair
Mark J. Wattier was elect·
ed to a two-year term as
Chair of the Coalition of Senate and Faculty Leaders
(COSFL)
recently
in
Louisville.
COSFL functions as the
voice for the faculties of Kentucky's public colleges and
universities and meets quarterly.
Wattier has been a COSFL
representative for the past
four years and serves as the
vice president of the Murray
State Faculty Senate and
chairs its governmental
affairs committee.
He began his career at
Murray State in 1980 and is a
tenured professor of political
science.

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Asstslmtt News F..ditor Maw
Owen.

•PoliceBeat
Thursday, Sept. 20
12:13 a.m. A verbal warning was

issued for careless driving at North
16th and Valentine streets.
12:50 a.m. An officer issued a verbal warning for careless driving at
16th and Locust streets.
2:53 p.m. A subject found her
stolen bicycle locked in front of
Winslow Cafeteria with someone
else's lock. The bicycle was recovered.

there was vomit in the downstairs
bathroom of l~egents College.
4:51 a.m. By hitting go If balls at the
Lamda Chi Alpha house, the
Alpha Tau Omega's instigatt>d 'a
confrontation between the Lambda
Chi Alphas and themselves.

Sunday, Sept. 23
12:06 a.m. David Mott, a non-stu·
dent, was arrested for DUI in the

15th Street parking lot.
3:43 p.m. Andrew Houck, a sopho-

Friday, Sept. 21
5:20 a.m.

An individual was
passed out on the fourth floor of
Franklin College. The subject was
awakened and returned to his
room. Officers confiscated alcohol
from his room.
10:16 p.m. A student called to
report his truck had been stolen
from the parking lot behind University Tire. An attempt to locate
was sent out to Kentucky police
agencies. The vehicle wns later
located in the Emmanuel Lutheran
Church parking lot. The student
had forgotten where h'e parked it.
11:53 p.m. A resident director was
advised of a large party at the 100
block of College Courts where
alcohol was being brought in and
out of rooms. Individuals were
warned by officers. Alcohol violations were handled by the Housing
Office.

Saturday, Sept. 22
U:14 a.m. A subject reported that

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
V.ewpoint: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175
E-Mail: thenews@murroystote.edu

GRAND OPENING
OCT. 1ST

THE BULL PEN

more from Murray, was arrested
for DUI at 13th and Main streets.
1:10 p.m. Benjamin Willis, a freshman from Murray, wa~ arrested at
Franklin College for first-degree
rape and first-degree sodomy.

Monday, Sept. 24
1:23 p.m. A caller reportt.!d that she

had witnessed a hit and run. A
vehicle was leaving the parking lot
behind the TRIO Building and hit a
parked car. An officer spoke with
the owner of the parked car and
took a report.
11:09 p.m. A caller reported the
smell of marijuana on the second
floor of Frilnklin College. Two citations were issued for possession of
marijuana and drug paraphernalia.

Tuesday, Sept. 25
1:23 a.m. A security guard reportt.!d a dumpster on fire on the ea~t
side of Clark College. The Murray
Police Department extinguished

the fire and advised that some
aeros<fl cans had exploded.
2:06 a.m. A security guard at
Franklin College reported he and a
resident ad,·iser were on the phone
with a prank caller who had called
several times claiming to be a Vietnam veteran. An officl!r told the
guard to tell the caller thnt the University Police Department had
been notified and not to call back.
2:19 a.m. A resident adviser at
Franklin College reported the
caller from the previous entry told
him the name and street he was on.
The caller admitted that he wa~ not
a Vietnam veteran as he often
claims. TheRA was advised to call
the University Police Department
if the person called again.
12:44 p.m. A caller reported that
her p<trked vehicle had been struck
by ;mother vehicle that was still
parked up against her car. She did
not file a report.

VVednesda~Sept. 26
1:34 p.m. An officer reported loud
music in the dorm circle.
11:54 p.m. A verbal warning was
issued for one head I ight and no
taillights on Hughes Street.
Motorist assists - 6
Racer escorts - 5

Police Bent is compiled by Marci
Owen, us$isttmt ltt:ws editor, from
matermls prullided by Public Safety.
All dispatched Ctllls nre 1lDI listed.

"The Murray State News" strives to be the University COiflntUni·

ty's sourc:e for infonnatton.
Our goal is to present that lnfonnation in a fair and unbiased
muner and also provide a he and open fonam for expression and
debate.

''The Mumy State News" offers a hands-on learning environment
for thoM students interested In journalism or other field• relating
to the ~uction of • newspaper.
•
The campus press should be free from censorship and advance
approyal of copy; and, its editors should be free to develop their
own editorial and new• policies.

Have a taste
for sports?

Steak§ ani Spirits
Pst.2lXJ1

Three Floors Of Upscale
Dining & Entertainment
Serving Only 190°/o Certified Angus Beef
As Well As Lobster Tails, Pasta, Chicken
Advance Tickets Available

October 3rd-

BONEPONY

'1200*
october toth -

August Christopher

'10oo*
*Hot appetizer buffet included w /cover charge

We'll take anybody.

Really.

Approx. 4,000 Sq. Ft. Gameroom

- featuring -

Want to get close enough to taste the excitement? Take n bite outta the action .

Billiards, Darts, & all the latest Simulators and Games.

Our sports section is now taking applications for sports writers.

110 South 5th Street • 759-5030

Call 762-4481 or drop by our office: Wilson Hall , room Ill .
Get paid to sit in the best seat in the house. Really.
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Virtual University enrollment
grows to over 5,000 students

Officer found innocent
on homicide charges

FRANKFORT (AP) - The number of students taking classes through lhe Web-based
Kentucky Virtual University more lhun doubled
lhis fal110 5,034, lhc Council on Postsecondary
Education said Monday.
The agency auributed the increase to lhe addition of 24 programs at lhe associate. bachelor's
and master's degree levels. The virtual campus
now offers 48 programs entirely online.
Enrollment last fall was 2,372.

CINCINNATI (AP) - A white
police ofticer was acquttted Wednesday of negligent homicide in the fatal
shooting of an unarmed black man
that sparked the city's worst rdCial
unrest in three decades.
Officer Stephen Roach had been
charged with negligent homicide and
obstructing official business after he
~hot Timothy Thomas, 19, in a dark
alley early on April7. He was acquitted on both counts.
Hamilton County Municipal Judge
Ralph E. Winkler pronounced sentence after hearing the trial without a
jury. at Roach's request. The officer
did not testify.
''Thomas' actions in running from
numerous police and not following
police orders ... wa'! unfortunate,"the
judge said. He added that Roach's
record was unblemished. while
Thomas' was not, and noted that
Thomas failed to respond to an order
to show his hands.
He concluded that the shooting was
"not a culpable criminal act."

Employers preparing for possible
reservists' departures
LEXINGTON (AP)- Aoout 13,000 Kentuckians are in lhe military reserves, and employer..
are starting to count up the potential holes in
their work forces.
· Tile Department of Defense announced Tuesday lhat President Bush doubled the number of
Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve
members called to active duty to more than
10,000.
On Sept 14, just three days after lhe terrorist
attacks on the World Trade Center and lhe Pentagon, Bush authorized active duty for as much
as two years for up to 50,000 guard members
and reservists.
So far, no Kentucky National Guard units
have been activated. said Kentucky National
Guard spokesman Lt. Col. Phil Miller.
Some individual reservists have been called
and some Kentuckians who are members of
Guard unite; in other states that have been activated have been called, but no records on either
group have been released.

270 area code could be out of
numbers in less than two years
FRANKFORT (AP) - Area code 270 is running out of available numbers faster than expected.
The end could come tn less than two years three years ahead of -.chedule - at the current rate
of number assignments, the Public Service Commission said Wednesday.
At issue is not how many numbers are used but
how many are set aside. Cellular and local telephone companies nre given blocks of I0.000
numbers for new customers. The PSC hao; a.\ked
the Federal Communications Commission for
permission to instead assign numbers in blocks of
1,000.
At the same time, the PSC said it was a~king
phone companies to propose their own "number
relief plan."
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Donations to victims
reach $500 million
NEW YORK (AP) - Checks are
pouring into charities for victims of
the terrorist attacks with pledges
nationwide rising quickly past $500
million. even as officials try to get a
handle on the number of relief efforts
and how best to coordinate them.
The wave of financial support after
lhe Sept II terrorist attacks. whether
small offerings from schoolchildren
or $10 million corporate bequests. is
already reaching v1ctims and their
families who are trying to cover lhe
rent or pay for funerals.
With the money come awkward
issues: how to coordinate scores of
organizations seeking donations; how
to monitor the delivery of help to victims; and what to advise donors so
they are confident their money is
well-spent
As the money goes out to victims
and more comes in. other groups look
to guide lhe donors. New York's Bet·
ter Business Bureau posts a list of
charities on the Web. wilh an evalua·

tion of each charity's finances and
summaries of its goals.
Some of the organizations are new,
and don't have a fmancial record that
can be assessed. While watchdog
groups said the overwhelming number of groups soliciting money are
well-intentioned, there is always a
chance of scams.
''Our best advice to people is very
simple," Ronna Brown of the New
York BBB said. "Know who you're
giving to before you write your
check."

Financial media mogul
Bloomberg wins primary
NEW YORK (AP) - New Yorkers
still grappling with the horror of terrorism finished a mayoral primary
postponed by the World Trade Center
attacks, nominating Republican billionaire. Michael Bloomberg and
sending two Democrats to a runoff.
Bronx Borough President Fernando Ferrer received 36 percent of the
vote and Public Advocate Mark
Green 31 percent in Tuesday's Democratic primary. Since neither received
the 40 percent required to capture the
nomination, they will compete headto-htad on Oct. 11.
Bloomberg, the financial media
entrepreneur, ea.c;ily won the GOP
nod over fonner Rep. Herman Badillo.
The candidates. who fought to
emerge from Republican Mayor
Rudolph Giuliani's shadow during the
campaign. still face the possibility
that he might try to extend his term or
seek re-election.
Exit polls suggested there was considerable support for Giuliani. whose
handling of the crisis has been
applauded.
About 40 percent of Democrats
said they would vote for him if he
found a way to run in November,
while 80 percent of Republicans
pledged to back him.
Giuliani, who ha.'l served two terms
and is forbidden by law from seeking
a lhird,_has not ruled out trying to stay
on as mayor, saying he needs more
time to think about his political
future.

MURPHY
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U.S. tells NATO allies
to prepare for long war
BRUSSELS. Belgium (AP) The United States told its NATO

allie..s Wednesday to prepare for a
long. coordinated a'!sault on terrorism but did not produce evidence linking Saudi exile Osama
bin Laden with lhe terror attacks
on the Pentagon and World
Trade Center.
Since lhe Sept. II attacks.
Washing10n hao; been calling bin
Laden a prime suspect. But
Deputy Defense Secretary Paul
Wolfowitz did not name a specific pe~trator Wednesday, and
much remains unknown about
those who orchestrated the
attacks. a senior U.S. defense
official said on condition of
anonymity.
Wolfowitz, subbing for
Defense Secretary Donald
Rwnsfeld, told NATO defense
ministers that military action is
only one element in a range of
approaches needed to fight terrorism. a NATO official said.
briefing reponers.
Wolfowitz emphasized intelligence-gathering, cooperal.ion in
logistical support and following
financial trails. He said lhere was
an alarming connection between
states lhat harbor international
terrorists and the states with
active programs to develop
weapons of mass destruction.
The United States did not present NATO with a timetable of
specifics of the campaign.
Additionally,lhe United States
will tell its allies that. while it
remains militarily committed to
peacekeeping missions in Bosnia
and Kosovo, the campaign on
terrorism has created a new set of
priorities. the U.S. otlicial said.

Iran will not assist U.S.
in war on tenorists
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) - lnm's
supreme leader ruled out Iranian
help for any U.S.·led attack on
neighboring Afghanistan, saying
Wednesday that the United

States was not "competent" to
lead a global campaign and calling U.S. behavior "disgusting."
In a state-run television
address to the nation, Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei said the U.S.
administration wa'i "over-expec·
tant'' in wanting lhe whole world
to help it following the Sept. II
terrorist attacks.
"Iran will not participate in
any move under U.S. leader·
ship. Iran will not extend any
assistance to the U.S. and its
allies in attacking the already
suffering Muslim neighboring
Afghanistan," Khamenei said in
an address to families of soldiers killed in the 1980-88 IranIraq war.
America's behavior, by
expecting help but not earning
the respect of other nations, was
"disgusting,'' Khamenei said,
adding that Iran did not consider the United States ''competent
and sincere (enough) to lead
any global campaign against
terrorism."
Khamener s remarks were
the clearest made yet by Iran in
response to suggestions that
Washington may call on Iran to
join a U.S.-led global force to
fight terrorism.

Chechnya peace
offering falls through
NAZRAN. Russia (AP) •
President Vladimir Putin's 72hour offer for Chechen rebels to
discuss tenns for laying down
their anns entered its second day
Wednesday, but no rebel leaders
have come out for talks yet and
fighting continued in the breakaway region.
Chechnya's rebel leader,
Asian Maskhadov, on Tuesday
welcomed the Kremlin offer a" a
"real chance to start talks on lhe
quick cessation of military
actions" and appointed Akhmed
Zakayev, deputy premier in the
n:bel government, as his envoy
at peace talks.
However. there was no imme-

diate information about Zakayev
approaching the federal authorities. Putin's envoy for talks with
rebels, Viktor Kazantsev. tr..tveled to Chechnya on Tuesday
and met with local pro-Kremlin
officials to arrange rebel.-.. disarmament.
Maskhadov played a key role
in defeating the Russian troops
and negotiating the end to the
1994-96 Chechnya war, but his
authority over the rebels has
waned.

England concerned

about racial tensions
OLDHAM, England (AP) Amid fears that racial tension
could soar in lhe wake of terror
attacks in the United States,
Britain's deputy prime minister
on Wednesday toured towns hit
by rec.:ent rioting between whites
and South Asians to appeal for
calm.
Deputy Prime Minister John
Prescott urged ethnic communities in Oldham and Burnley to set
aside past animosities and work
together. He also stressed that
any action taken by a U.S.-Ied
coalition would target terrorism.
not Muslims.
In May, hundreds of Soulh
Asian youths in Oldham hurled
ftrebombs at police and set cars
alight in three nights of rioting
sparked by rising tensions with
right-wing groups in lhe run-up
to a national election.
Similar rioting later broke out
in Leeds, Burnley and Bradford.
All are aging industrial areas that
have struggled economically in
recent years.
Party president Lord Dholak.ia,
an elhnic Indian born in Tanzania, called on all parties to work
to ensure elhnic minorities did
not become scapegoats for the
terrorist attacks.

World Briefly is compiled by
News Editor Jason Billi11gsley.

Saturdays
"A real celebration ...l've been waiting such a long time for Saturdays"

~~Ali~ YOUR DAY OFF RIGHT!

•
•
t
Cigarette DISCQUR .~

we open at 7 a.m. for a great breakfast!

BaSiC • $.60 Off

CoRle in for our Monday l\lighl:
Fool:ball !ipecial&!

Parliament
--~--------•_uy t get t Free
(while supplies last}

Kool · $.65 Off

Every Thursday Night - Songbird Karaoke

camel · $.60 off
(Excludes Non-Filter}
winston · $.60 Off

Every Friday l\lighl: - Live Mu&ic!

vintage · $.60 Off

Doral • $.70 Off

New snack

save $.03 on Each
Gallon of Gas You
Purchase When You
Show Your
Racer J.D.

Items
Beef jerky
sunflower seeds
Pumpkin seeds
Gardettos
combos

Friday & ·Saturday we offer
Midnight B~eakfast until 3 a.m.
MAKE IT LAST THROUGH THE WEEK ~NQ

For liood Food, liame!i &. a liood Time,
Come !iee us at: !iat:urday!il
CHE[K .OUT OUR I\IEW MEI\IUI
i!DD 1\1. 15th !it. · Murray · 753-3406
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What band would you .
like to see perform at
Murray State?
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"Sepultura,
a Brazilian
thrash metal
band."

....
RYAN B ENSON

Junior. Marion

"Lynyrd
Skynyrd,
because I
love Lynyrd
Skynyrd."
CANDICE B EACH
freshman. Mu"ay

SGA does its job, now do yours
Our View

"Blink 182,
because they
rock."

ISSUE:
THE STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION IS
WORKING TO
TIM H AW ORTH

jUI1JOr. MayNid

BETTER REPRESENT
THE STUDENTS.

POSITION:
STUDENTS MUST
TAKE ADVANTAGE

"Bush,
because I
love Gavin
Rossdale."

OF THEIR EFFORTS.

Although the Student Government available to those who elected them to
Association kept a low profile earlier this office.
However, it is now the students'
year, several of their new programs
should bring them closer to their con- responsibility to take advantage of the
stituents' concerns.
SGA's new programs. lf all goes to plan,
The SGA is working to keep in better students should now have no excuse for
contact with the student body by assign- not knowing the name of their represening representatives to student groups and tative or where to go to voice a comcreating a phone list and newslelter o plaint.
A lot of Murray State students have
keep students in touch with and informed
about their senator's activities.
been known in the past to be rather uninIt's a nice change to see the SGA formed about campus proceedings, but
attempting to make themselves more the era of blaming that on a lack of the

• YourOpinion
KATIE C LARK

"The News" receives praise for
professional coverage of tragedy

junior. MayfiflkJ

To the Editor:

"Santana,
because it's
a band I
think
everyone
would like."

SHERRY W Ell

senior, Pans, Tlltln
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SGA's efforts is over.
If a student organization has an idea. it
needs to tell the SGA representative who
attends its meeting. If students have a
complaint, they need to consult the SGA
phone list and e-mail or call a senator. If
a student wants to know about upcoming
campus events, he or she needs to refer to
the SGA newsletter. ·
If students do not utilize these new programs, the SGA will have little incentive
to continue their renewed efforts. Let's
give them something to talk about.

I would like to commend "The Murray
State News" for the coverage of the recent
tragedy that our country suffered in New
York City and Washington, D.C.
D~:spite the intense emotion this event
generated, your coverage was informative,
balanced and insightful. The lead article on
Sept. 14 on lsJam was particularly noteworthy because it provided useful information
about Islam and the thinking of Muslim!> in
our multicultural university community.
Your voice of reason and compassion
joined with that of many other likeminded
Americans is vitally needed at this point in
time. It will help us avoid the type of overreaction that occurred during World War II
that resulted in the unjustified incarceration
of Japanese Americans.
Keep up the good work!

Steven H. Jones
Associate professor
Dept. of Social Work, Criminal Justice and
Gerontology

Red Cross' intentions not
accurately defined by student
To the Editor:
l was disappointed in last week's news
arucle, "Teddy drive patches emotional
scars for kids," written by Severo Avila and
featuring ShannorT Robinson's efforts to collect teddy bears for the children who~ parents died in the terrorist attacks.
When Robinson sent her University-wide
e-mail. she said she was in contact with the
American Red Cross. She did not respond to
my e-mail asking her who she spoke with at
the Red Cross. In the e-mail I explained that
we received word from our national headquarters that the Greater New York Chapter
of the American Red Cross requested that
in-kind offers not be forwarded to their
chapter as they had received an enonnous
volume of offers.
Avii a wrote that Robinson contacted the
Red Cross. but it refused the bears. Robinson was then quoted, "They won't take the
beaf'i, all they want is money and blood."

l have the privilege of mobilizing dedicated and trained Red Cross volunteer' to help
at local and national disasters. I have tirsthand experience that proves disa:.ters are not
only devastating to the victims but greatly
affect the economy and require hard work
on the part of those assi:.ting the recovery.
Those on site are best equipped to assess
the needs and can most wisely purchase supplies in the area. This not only helps the
local economy but also is the best stewardship of our donors' tinances.
A tragedy of this magnitude leaves all of
us wondering what we can do to alleviate
the pain for the victitn'> and their families.
Anything we do feels like a drop in a bucket. But collectively we do make a difference.
I ;~m grateful ro all who have given blood,
time and finances to the American Red.
Cro<,s and other relief agencies.

obvious. and • these perceptions will be
incredibly difficult to change. And given
the well-publicized position of the faculty
senate and the :results of recent faculty
polls. the action~ must be interpreted a'> an
odious and punitive slap to a beleaguered
racuhy. It is unfortunate the University will
be labeled as petty and provincial in the
minds of many on the basis of this illadvased decision.
This is not written to make judgment
about the prestdency of King Alexander.
He may be an excellent president; he may
be a lousy one, but it doesn't matter. Procedures were disregarded. Our strength as a
nation is often attributed to the idea that we
are a nation of lows. Unfortunately, Murray
State University does not exemplify that
ideal. ''Who you know" remains business as
uc;ual.

Jean R. Ma~thay
Executive director of the Red Cross
Calloway County chapter

Richard H. Usher
MSU professor emeritus
Benton

Board loses credibility due to
underhanded search process

Firing of staff cartoonist
disgruntles reader

To the Editor:

To the Editor:

It may seem inappropriate or unimportant
to raise issues about the recent accions of
the Murray State Board of Regt:nts since
the tragic terrorist attacks. bul after some
reflection, 1 do not think so.
The Board's actions io hiring F. King
Alexander as univer:.ity president show a
disregard for established procedures of
search and hiring, a failure to represent
diver!.e views of constituents and a breach
of faculty Lrust.
The appear..tnce of the hiring is that of an
"inside job," engineered by the retiring
Kern Alexander. Board Chairman Sid
Easley and the majority of the Board. I do
not believe a consulting firm employed by
the Board to conduct a national search and
present a list of qualified finalist:. turned up
F. King on the basio; of hb qualilicmions
and recommendations. It is all too farfetched for me to believe. It would not sur!
prise me either if we found that Gov, Pallon
helped provide the Board appointments
necessary to lend cenninty to the deal.
If my beliefs and suspicions -.hould prove
to be wrong. the decision is still lamentable
because it has every Uppearance of underthe·table deal making. The appearance of
'ubterfug': and underhanded behavior is

I was recently infonned Darin Shock, a
canoonist for "The Murray State News,"
was fired. I was really surprised nnd sorry
to hear this. Shock was voted No. I collegiate cartoonist in the nation last year. So
many people pick up "The Murray State
News" just to see hi.; canoon every week.
How could someone of his stature be fired
from a college newspaper?
I can truly say the newspaper is ju:-.t not
the same without Shock's canoons. I'm
:.ure many people would agree with me
when I say I would rather see his hilarious
cartoon than read an article on fashion or
dating on campus.

•

Allison Vinson
junior
Murray

Response to tragedy no time to
point out religious differences
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to Kyle
Shadoan· s commentary last week.

''Requests to pray offend some people." It is
very sad someone has to make a point like
this at c;uch a dark time. It almost c;eems
petty. I felt the article was very poorly written and a bad reflection on the integrity of
an otherwise good student newspaper.
From the get-go of the commentary.
Shadoan kept using the word "some" are
offended. It is my understanding there is a
great majority of "believers" in God in this
country and that non-believers are at a minimum. In situations like these I would hope
the aforementioned minority could look
past such oversights in the media and realize the media, and anyone else for that matter. are deeply disturbed and seek the comfort of prayer.
In no circumstance, and I have followed
the news regularly, have I heard anyone in
the media, the president or a religious sect,
try to press any specific belief on anyone.
Instead, they have all urged each of us to
pray, no matter what religion. for the fallen
and brave souls who are having to witness
such a grisly recovery effort.
I do not know what religious beliefs
Shadoan holds, nor do I care, but I can only
hope this is not his way of dealing with the
tragedy that has befallen us all. This is not a
time to bing up differences in each other,
but a time to come together as "one nation
under God" and remember those who are
no longer with us and prepare for the long
road ahead.
We must appreciate what makes this
country great: the religious freedom we are
all allowed to practice, the freedom to
express our opinions (unpopular though
they may be). the right to vote, the right to
peaceful assembly and far too many others
to list, that are enjoyed by all.
Jon Blankenship
Scouwille. Ky.

Write to us
'1'he Murray State News" welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters
should be 300 words or feweT and must be
signed. Contributors should jnclude
addresses and phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown. classification. title or relation$hip to the University.
''The Murray State News" reserves the right
to edit for styJe. length and cootenL
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Hiring Alexander defames University
As horrible as the recent events in
New York and Washington are, and as
tempting as it is to focus exclusively on
them, the travesty inflicted on this institution by its Board of Regents on Sept.
7 should not pa-.;s unnoticed.
The selection of King Aleltander as
the new president of Murray State on
that day is tmmensely disturbing for
many reasons.
First is lost opportunity. Regardles~
of where responsibility for past controversies and disagreements may be
assigned. the retirement of Kern
Alexander presented the opponunity to
put the past behind us and start afresh.
King may tell the faculty he's lived
under his father's tyranny for 37 years.
but he will no1 repudiate his father's
presidency. Even if he actually wanted
to, the Board would not allow it.
Thus, not only is the past nm put
behind us, it is perpetuated and even
exacerbated by the fact that both will
have begun their presidencies without
the endorsement of the faculty. Honorable men would not have accepted the
position under such circumstances. It
was not conducive to good relations in
1994, and it will not be conducive to
good relation~ now. As "The Paducah
Sun" said in its Sept. 1Leditorial, history has repeated itself.
Second. the selection of a young,
untenured assistant professor puts an
unqualified. inexperienced person in the
University's most imponant office. He
has never been promoted, but he will
evaluate faculty for promotion. He has
never achieved tenure, but he will eval-

In My
Opinion

WINFIELD
RosE

"THE
SELECTION OF
KING
A LEXAN DER AS
THE NEW
PRESIDENT OF
M URRAY STATE
U N IVERSITY IS
IMMENSELY
DISTURBING
FOR MANY
REASONS.' '

uate faculty for tenure. He will hire
chairs and deans. but he has never been
a chair or a dean. This is not right.
Murray State Unrversity is more
important than simply being the place
where King Alexander learns how to do
these things before moving on to the
presidency of another institution. Moreover, he will have to represent MSU to
elttemal constituencies in the struggle
for funding in competition with the
older. more mature. more experienced
and likely more effective presidents of
our sister institutions.
We are resting the present and future
of this tine institution on the shoulder:.
of an unproven man whose ability is far
from ~elf-evident. and we are doing so
needlessly.
Third. King's election sends the
wrong message to both students and
faculty. It sends the wrong message to
students by saying, once again. success
is not based on what you know or what
you've done, but on whom you know.
No one in his nght mind believes
King's resume would have been looked
at for two seconds if it had had another
name at the top.
Over the years I have had far more
graduates than I care to admit tell me
about their job-hunting misfortunes in
which they were passed over in favor of
a local person with family connections.
This action by the Board of Regents will
simply reinforce that unfonunate reali-

ty.
King Alexander's selection sends the
wrong message to faculty because it
once again tells them they are unwant-

G£T LN'JoL VED tN C~MP\JS k:TlVtTt£5! THERE's
tOR £\JE'R'( BocA(.'

ed, incompetent intruders into the selection process. The Board has sole authority to ~elect the president. and it is not
going to share that authority. even if it is
in the best interests of the University to
do so.
The message the entire search and
selection process sends to the faculty is
"Please don't care about Murray State
University. Your caring is not wanted
and not valued. Don't 'bother us. We
don't care what you think. and we are
going to do what we please. any and all
viewpoints to the contrary notwithstanding:" Such arrogance is not good
for the University and does not speak
well of the Board of Regents.
Fourth. this action causes us to lose
respect among other institutions of
higher learning as well as the general
public. The reaction of persons without
ties to this institution has been laughter;
the reaction of those with ties has been
anger and embarrassment.
People are not stupid; they know a
national search conducted by a highlypaid consultant that presents an
untenured, inexperienced assistant professor as the best-qualified candidate
simply has no credibility. When that
candidate is the son of the retiring president, insult is added to injury. Most
Americans think we abolished monarchy in 1776.
Fifth, the Board's modus operandi
establishes bad precedents. After having
terminated three presidents in a row
(Curris, Stroup and Kurth). the Board
has now selected two (Alexander and
Alexander) by mean\ of a closed
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" 'WHO
WANTS TO BE
A MORON?'
WOULD HAVE
BEEN A MORE
APPROPRIATE
TITLE FOR

Fox's

CHEESY

PRIME-TIME
SPECIAL"

JM

Pride, prayer save America
In My

Opinion

MARGARET
ELKINS

"THE

FLAG

BLEW FREELY,
HIGH ABOVE
THE STADIUM
FOR All TO
SEE."

....

On the 12th day following the catastrophic terrorist attack on the
World Trade Cc:nter and Pentagon. I
sat 10 my living-room chatr. poised
for prayer, as thousands of Americans assembled in New York City's
Yankee stadium for a two-hour-plus
.. Prayer for America,'' which aired
on CNN Live on channel 47 on the
afternoon of Sept. 23.
I watched. I listened. I bow~d my
head and prayed. I stood at attention
with my hand over my chest as the
National Anthem was played and
sung by three New York pollee officers. The Am~rican flag. which had
llown at half-staff, was slowly
raised (0 full-staff. The nag hlew
freely high above the stadium for all
to see.
Every prayer that could be offered
was offered. There were Islamic,
Hindu and Buddhist chants. Tht>re
were reading~ from the Chri~tian

Holy Scriptures and the Koran.
Prayers were offered by both
Protestant and Catholic Christians,
Muslims. Jew~. Hindus and Arabs.
A Jewish rabbi blew the traditional
ram's horn that echoed throughout
the stadium .
Unlike our enemie,, Americans
did not immediately retaliate.
Although President Bush declared
in old Western terminology that
Osama Bin Laden is. "Wanted dead
or alive," the American people suppon our President and Commander
in Chief because he, his Cabinet. the
House of Representatives. the Senate. the Congress and military advisers 'at down (Republicans and
Democrats together) to plan the
strategy for justice.
Unlike our enemies. we do not
burn in effigy sordid images of
Osama Bin Laden or Saddam Hussein, We do not burn the llags of

....
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other countries. We do not ~hout,
"Death to Osama Bin Laden,'" or.
"Death to Saddam Hussein." No.
We shout. "USA!" "USA!" "USA!"
We pray, and we sing; we salute
the American tlag with pride, honor
and re,pect. We rally our troops in
the air. sea and on land. While we
resist the temptation to bum dtstorted ligures or !lags in effigy. we do
pursue appropriate justice toward
those who dare to terrorize us, and
because of this, America will
remain a free democracy.
We are not daunted. We will rise
from the rubble of terrorism to the
united nation we have always been.
We will win because we will not
fail.

Margaret £/kim /.1" afreshmcm English major from Murray.

...lioE

date who will be totally dependent on
them for survival.
This is the best way to maintain and
extend their power, and they simply do
not care what anyone else thinks or how
much damage they inflict on the institution in the proce~s . They not only do
this, but they exult in it; they are proud
of th~mselves. They regard themselves
and themselves alone as the sole depositorie~ of all wisdom, of all knowledge
and of all vinue. If anyone di!>agrees
with them. that person is stupid. ignorant, corrupt or worse yel. a malcontent
To treat u<> all - student~. faculty,
staff, alumni and fnends - with such
contempt is unconscionable. And, to act
a:, if we do not have the imelligence to
figure it out is even more unconscionable. The Regents have betrayed
themselves: they have betrayed the University; they have betrayed the academy; and they have betrayed Kentucky.
They should be ashamed of themselve:.. They are un embarrassment.
They are an anathema.
King. I wish you well. You have a
tough job ahead. You will have my suppon to the e.xtcnt that what you do
enhances the integrity of the academic
enterpri~e at Murray State University.
As you assume your duties. I hope
you will let these words of Abraham
Lincoln be your guide, as they have
been mine; ''The best way for evil to triumph is for good men to do nothing."
Winfield H. Rose i.1' a political scitnce
professor.

Bogus 'princess'
pageant makes
women look stupid
In My

a-\-~\rd- '{ear s-e.\"\\or

process that totally excluded all external
constituencies and limited internal constituencies to a single, elected Board
representative. This process ha~ resulted
in poor choices.
Moreover. in both cases it is obvious
to all informed observers that the decision was made in advance of campus
interviews. Bringing the other candidates to campus under the pretext that
they actually had a chance of getting the
job was dishonest. All the campus interviews were a waste of time. Having fac- ·
ulty, staff and students complete questionnaires was a charade.
All this wao; done to give an aura of
legitimacy to an illegitimate selection
made at the end of an illegitimate
process. Again. people are not stupid.
Word gets around. Applying for presidency at another institution can be a
risky business to begin with. Add these
hazards, and many will not touch us in
the future.
The mo!tt profoundly disturbing
aspect of this matter is what. with one
exception, the members of the Board of
Regents have revealed about themselves. This is not a matter of what is
best for Murray State University and its
students, faculty and staff, or of what i~
best for higher education or of what is
best for Kentucky. lt is simply a matter
of power.
The Board members long ago discarded their role as trustees for the state;
they regard the University as their private propeny, their personal plaything.
with which they may do a'i they please.
To that end, they selected a weak candi-

dP

I don't watch much television, but on
Monday nigh!. Fox grossly captivated
me with a despicable. immature and
redundant display of idiocracy and
naivete. I was not fa-;cinated by blood,
nudity. profanity or immor.tlity. It was
far worse. It was ... a beauty pageant.
But this wasn't just a "normal"
pageant. Little girls weren't getting cues
from their mommies. and women
weren't clamoring for a crown deeming
them the most beautiful in the U.S. or
universe. The prize for the women competing in this pageant was a date and
potential marriage to a ..mystery prince"
in (caution: proceeding unoriginal title
may cause eye-rolling. gagging and
Homer Simpson-like stupidity slap to
forehead) "Who wants to be a
princess?"
However legitimate the producers
sought to make the show look, "Who
wanL'i to be a moron?" would have been
a more appropriate tiile for Fox •s cheesy
prime-time special. Although I know I
could have alleviated my aggmvation by
turning off the prognun. I felt it was my
journalistic duty to watch and inform the
public about this idiotic retlection of our
culture.
Here's how it worked: Princ:e
Giovenelli, who came from what Fox
called an "ancient and noble family in
Italy," but was really just Guglielmo
Marconi's wealthy grandson. came to
Las Vegas to watch about 40 women
cavort around in various stages of dress
and undress. The grinning Barbie dolls
stopped every once in a while to say
their names. let a fan blow their hair or
respond to some meaningless, obviousanswer question. such a.,, "lf you were
dating the prince and had the chance to
cheat on him. would you?"
By these highly accurate determinations of character. the prince chooses the
best woman to take on a "royal" date at
his European estate with the idea she
could be hb future spouse. But the be!\t
pan is while the prince witnesses all
these antics, the women don't get to see
his face until the end of the program
when he reveals himself and chooses his
"princess."'
I may be reading too much into a silly
television program. but it is episodes
like these that make me understand why
certain societal Jitigmas are perpetuated.
While a fair number of contestants
came acros~ as blond bimbos. there were
several a.. piring law studenb, web·page
designers and business executives
revealed in the "tirst impressiOn" segment where the prince evaluated each
woman'!> potential by viewing her introduction to the audience. followed by the
woman saying her occupation and
hometown. I don't know what the 10
semifinalists did to impress him in this
early cut; perhaps they held their shawl
or !lipped their hair better than the oth-

...

ers.
The obsession with appearance is a
primitive hurdle I thought higher .society
was working to get over. But just as the
origanal "Cinderella" story was based on
the dcgmded si.,ter"s beauty (and the
prince's failure to recognize her without
seeing that the shoe fit), so was this
show concentr.ited on who looked the
most appealing in the evening gown and
swimwear competition .
I was shocked at how several seemingly smart contestants were content to
disregard their intelligence (in competition for a potential panner. no less!) in
hopes of captivating him instead with
the.r bodies.
Morem·er. these women would not
have agreed 10 dress up and down lor
any old Joe Blow off the street. But.
competing for a chance to date "royalty"
was. oh, such an e~tciting and rewarding
experience. even if they couldn't see
him! I guess the prince wasn't the only
one Focused on appearances.
In a sappy ~onclusion to the top-five·
women' s campaigns. each conte:.tant
was esconed to the stage and in'itructed
to speak a few words to the prince's silhouetle about her feelings. r almost
threw up when the first contestant started sobbing about how it was her dream
come true to be a finalist.
This is when l started praying the
prince would emerge and the women
would see they had been clamoring for a
man no more than 5 feet tall with ducttaped glasses. protruding Adam's apple,
n lift in one shoe and a little airplane
voice. And, I wanted him to lead away a
repulsed contestant No. I who had
instantly stopped c:rying. But no such
lul·k. He was just an average-looking
guy who led away an above-average
looking girl. End of story.
I'm not really a feminist, but come on,
ladies. We constantly demand equality,
respect and dignity 10 society. yet we
continue to disgrace (lurselves for a
spotlight in cheese·ball prime-time
entertamment. Remember "Who wants
to marry a multimillionaire?" I can
assure you the ditzy winner of that beauty contest io;n ' t remembered for her
intelligence. and it' s not like she got a
fulfilling marrirtge out of it. either.
ll' s hard enough for people to find
love in the real world without false
images of match· making a cute girl with
a prince or throwing a bunch of beautiful people aboard a crui~e ship to compete for "meaningful'' relationships
(tune in Tuesday nights for Fox's "'Love
Cruise''). Let's practice maturity in the
r~ul world and save the nonsense for the
fa iry tales

Erin Richard\ i.\ the opinion editor for
"The Aturray Ste~te NtJ II'.I . ••
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Coomes, Thomas named SGA freshman senators
really having a voice in SGA."
Coomes said he was involved in high school student governmen! and has attended Kentucky State Youth in Government
The two newest members of the Student Government Associ- conferences since middle school.
ation, John Coomes and Jenny Thomas. were elected WednesAnother priority for Coomes is to establish a good relationday by their peers as the 200 1-2002 freshman ~enators.
ship with University President-elect F. King Alexander.
They will attend their first Student Senate meeting a\ mem''We have a great opportunity as a new class with a new presbers on Wednesday.
ident (to establish a good relationship)," he said.
Thoma-; and Coomes' primary duty as senators will be to repSGA Elections Ways and Means Chair Daniel Ballard was
resent freshmen'!> concerns to the SGA.
pleased with the voter turnout.
Thomas, who is from Carlisle County. said although her camWhen poUs closed Wednesday, 257 freshman had voted. 223
paigning included handing out fliers. meeting students in person freshmen voted in last year's election, and less than 200 particimade the difference in the election.
~
pated in the 1999-2000 freshman senator election.
"My main thing wac; meeting people one-on-one," Thomas
"With any freshman election, the turnout isn't extremely high
said. "fhat really inspires the students to get out and vote."
because they're not acclimated to campus extremely well yet.
Thomao; said her main goal us freshman senator is to be accesand they don't really have a feeling for what' s going on," Balsible.
"It's important that I'm approachable," she said. "l want the lard said. "Traditionally the person who wins doesn't have more
than 60 to 80 votes. So it's been good for a freshman election."
freshmen to be sure that they're heard."
Many of the freshmen voted in Wednesday's election to supThoma~ was president of her high-school Beta Club and was
port friends who were running for office or for those who they
a frequent public speaker.
'"I have a voice. and I'm not afraid to stand up lllld say what felt would address the issues they have on campus.
Lisa Glenn. a freshman from Breckinridge County. said she
needs to be done," she ~aid.
Like Thomas. Coome~. of Owensboro, said his first priority is hoped the new senators would address residential college safety
to learn the concerns of the freshmen clac;s. Coomes described issues.
"Safety is a big one for me," she said. "Especially in the
himself as open-minded, creative and able to ''get the job done."·
"I can't wait to talk to the freshmen and lind out what they're dorms because our doors stay open 24n, and the security guard
interested in.'' he said. "I want to repay them for electing me by sleeps."
8 Y TAYLOR EWING

SGA

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

j OHN COO MES

freshman, Owensboro

" I WANT TO
REPAY
(THE FRESHMEN)
FOR ELECTING ME
BY REALLY HAVING
A VOICE IN

SGA."

Freshman Senator Elections

jENNY THO MAS

freshman,
Carl1sle County

" I WANT THE

,,

FRESHMEN TO BE

( · ~ nrl irhf•·

'Vntt>o.

John Coomes

50

Jenny Thomas

36

Ashley Green

33

Kyle Mullaney

33

Aimee Clymer

31

Jenny Drake

28

Kelly Willet

19

A.C. Denning

12

Josh Duke

10

Jesse Breneman

5

SURE THAT
THEY'RE HEARD."

University computer labs charge SGA begins three awareness campaigns
regular fee to offset printing costs
BY SEVERO AVILA
STAFf WRITER

After bearing recommendations from different universities, Hamaker decided Pharaoh's UnipriNT would meet the
University's needs and installed it in the Applied Science
The consensus across campus is 5 cents per page. 1be and Hart College computer labs.
Under the system, students are required to enter a job
only two free computer labs in Applied Science and Hart
College have joined the rest and began charging for students name and password that appear on the print-station monitor.
After selecting the appropriate job name, students deposit
to print.
Wayne Hamaker, Public Computer Labs coordinator, the cost of the job into the Jamex Coin Reader. A pop-up
menu will then aslc for the password before the document
said costS for running the two labs were ridiculous.
"Last semester. paper and toner costs used over half of will be printed.
"Most student<~ have adapted to the system rather quickmy budget," Hamaker said.
Hamaker's budget comes from the student technology ly.'' Hamaker said.
Amanda Gerrish. junior student worker from Wayne
fee. Bursar Anita Poynor said a general fee of $17.50 per
City, lll., said some students have been confused by the new
credit hour is charged to each srudent.
A portion of that fee is set aside for technology. Applied system.
"Everyday. there are at least 20 people that ask how to use
Science and Hart College computer lab.o; are considered aca-demic computer labs, and therefore qualify to receive a por· the system," Gerrish said.
Hamaker said students are unaware that hardware, softlion of the money.
Hamaker said students would print entire books off the ware and student wages also come out of the budget This
includes aU 16 University workers the two labs employ.
Internet. This practice added up to an enom1ous waste.
"Students are upset because they're being charged every"One of the main things I have to do is make sure the
money is being used responsibly in tJ1e computer labs," where on campus," Gerrish said.
"It' s not fair to everyone el\e who just prints what they
Hamaker said. "I needed a more cost-efficient way of using
need.'' Jennifer Thoma.,, sophomore from Fancy Fann said.
the money."
Hamaker remedied the problem by charging studenL'i for "5 cent-; isn't much, but it's just the hassle of it all."
As a result of the printing fee, Hamakersospec:utbetemeach page printed. He travded to sever.U universities.
including Southern Illinois University and the University of puter labs will break even, and all money collected will go
back 100 percent into the labs.
• ~
Kentucky, to see what systems were in place there.
BY B ETH W HEELER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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In an attempt to bridge the gap
between students and the Student Government Association, the SGA implemented three new programs designed
to bring srudents closer to their repre·
sentatives.
The first program. the Campus
Organization Representation Program,
was actually implemented last year.
but it got a facelift when SGA Secretary Brett Keohan decided to make
senators more accessible to the srudent
body.
CORP attempts to increase student
representation by assigning the SGA's
senators to Murray State's various
groups. clubs, organi1.ations and resi·
dential coUeges.
"Last year the senators met with
their constituents twice a year," Keohan said. "Now we're increasing the
number of visits to three times a year."
Senators will meet with their constituents to discuss idea.,, make suggestions and lodge complaints with the
SGA.
l 'ffli1U SGA\s way of increasing
student representation." Keohan said.
• "And: rest assured whatever concerns

are voiced to the :.enator.; will be "We as senators and the executive
brought up at SGA meetings."
onicers need to be as accessible as
Another new program is the SGA pt)~sible to our constituents."
phone list The list includes names,
Taking accessibility to another
email addresses and home phone num- level, the third program aims to
bers of every SGA senator and execu- inform Murray State students of
tive officer.
SGA' s activities through a newsletter.
The SGA will distribute this list to
The newsletter will include topics
all students and allow them to contact dtscusse<.l at SGA meetings, student
their student government representa- activities and other information
tives at any time.
important to Murray State students.
Students who have suggestions.
"This newsletter will go out to all
complainto;, ideas and que~tions will students," Keohan said ... We're going
now have direct access to the SGA.
to include e,·ery e"·ent, all imponant
"Every individual student, every
dates and contact inforntation.''
academic and residential college.
Payne said aJI the senators agreed
everyone will be able to get in touch
with
the newsletter idea.
with their SGA representatives at any
"SIUdents
want to know what's
time," Keohan said.
going
on,"
she
said. "Thi:. will help
He also added that the progrclJ11 doe~
them
to
be
infomted
and involved."
come with one condition.
CORP
is
already
in
effect, but Keo'This phone list will only work if
students use it," he said. "Students han said he expects the contact list
need to pick up the phone, call their and newsletter to he put out the ftrst
reps and voice their opinions. lf stu · week of October.
''These programs are tools to help
dents participate, they won't be able to
the
SGA and srudenL-; work together."
say they' rc not represented."
Jennifer Payne, College of Business Keohan said. 'They are ways of tearand Public Affairs senator, endorsed ing down the walls between us and
the SGA's new pmgrclJ11.
the students, but the only wny it can
"It's an excellent idea,'' Payne said. work is 1fhoth groups work together."

Shampoo, Cut, & Style
$15- women • $11 - men

1506 Chestnut Street

MSU - 10°/o OFF

(across from the J&T Building)
www.LHouse.org
All services rrec of charge.

~ Free
IJFEHOUSE
Care Centc:r

Pregnancy Test
~Information About ALL Choices
~ Caring and Confidential Help

FULL SERVICE HAIR SALON

753-0542

WALK-INS ONLY!

The brothers of

Would like to thank
all of the sorori ti es
for participating

•

Pig Out

• •
and ra1s1ng
over $1000

Kentucky Army National Guard is accepting applications
for Officer Candidate Programs. This includes D irect Commission,
ROTC/Simultaneous Membership Program and
ffice Candidate
BENEFITS INCLUDE-FREE COLLEGE TU ITION ASSISTANCE,
tn addition to the Army College Fund and th e
Montgomery GI Bill.
Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter @ (502) 395-0048
to schedule an appointment
CALL NOW - LIMITED OPENINGS

for juvenile diabetes.
Congratulations to:
ALA- Overall Winner
Ar~-
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Resnet blocks music-sharing sites
Bv ADAM MATHIS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Students who subscribe to Murray
State's Resnet service and share
music via the Internet were in for a
rude awakening when they arrived
to campus this semester.
Attempts to access Napster and
other music-sharing Web sites
through Resnet directed students to
Murray State's Information Technology page. which reads: "Information technology resources must
be shared among users in an equitable manner. The user may not participate in any behavior that unreasonably interferes with the fair use
of information technology resources
by another."
Resnet is the network that provides Murray State's residential col-

lege Internet ~rvice.
Two factors brought about the
music-sharing restriction: lack of
bandwidth and copyright laws, said
Thomas Phillips, University LAN
manager.
"During a 24-hour period, the
transferring of music files account·
ed for more than 50 percent 'of the
total data on our Internet link,''
Phillips said. "The other reason (for
the restriction) was compliance with
copyright laws.''
Bandwidth is the quantity of data
that can be sent along an Internet
line in a fixed amount of time. Murray State's bandwidth is 10
megabits per second, or 10 million
bits per second.
In addition to Napster, Resnet
restricts students from accessing
other music-sharing sites such as

KaZaA, Morpheus and Aimster.
Jared Gentry, junior TSM major
from Metropoli!l, Ill.. said since students pay for the technology, they
should have full access.
"If (:.tudents) are paying for it,
they should have the full benefits of
the service," Gentry said.
This fall semester is the first for
re:.trictions on music sharing.
"Napster was heavily used last
semester. but it wasn't affecting
mission-<:ritical data,'' Phillips said .
University officials did not widely circulate news of the rel!trictions
among students. Although he is a
frequent Resner user, Gentry wac;
not notified of the new policy and
and attempted to access a restricted
Web site.
"I thought it was just a mess up on
one of the programs I had,'' Gentry

said.
Copyright issues also factored
into the placing of these restrictions.
Phillips was informed of illegal
information sharing and was forced
to take action.
"I was notified recently by a company that works for Sony that Murray State users were illegally sharing file~ that are protected by copyright laws," Phillips said. "It was at
this point that I was forced to block
access to the files."
Because the music sharing threatened the network by barring mission-critical data, the restrictions
had to be implemented quickly.
"This problem had to be
addressed as soon as it presented
itself," Phillips said. "We are currently working on ways of informing students of changes."

Special election for liquor Hopkinsville campus
sales at country club set looking to open in January
General Assembly along with new
statutes that allowed the city to
A petition submitted recently for become partially wet.
The golf course provisiotLs differ
a local-option election in Murray's
6th Precinct will allow residents of from those of the restaurants, which
that precinct to vote on whether to require restaurants that serve liquor
allow liquor sales at the Murray by the drink to seat ar least I 00 people and derive at least 70 percent of
Country Club.
Calloway County Clerk Ray their sales from food.
Murray's 6th Precinct is on the
Coursey Jr. verified the petition had
signatures from 25 percent of the west side of the city. bordered by
435 6th Precinct residents who Chestnut Street to the north. Main
voted in last November's election.' Street to the south, the city limits
County Judge-Executive Larry near Robertson Road to the east and
Elkins will set a date for a special North 15th Street to the west.
6th Precinct residents who voted
election between Nov. 17 and Dec.
at the polls in November approved
17.
'The vote is possible because of a liquor sales at resraturants 203 to
state law approved by the 2000 175.
STAFF REPORT

Karrl Rubeck/The News

Remembering a dear friend:

The brothers
of Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity met Tuesday night for a
memorial service at their house to remember their brother,
Reese Adams of Calloway County, who died in a car wreck in
J uly. Several members of Adams' family attended the service,
and a tree was planted to remember him. Reese's big brother,
J ason Koger, senior from Owensboro, said the fraternity has
two other trees planted in memory of brothers who died while
attending Murray State, and be wanted to plant a tree for
Adams.

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Construction on the Murray State
facility located in Hopkinsville has
fallen ~>~!hind schedule because reinforcing steel in some of the building· s
walls was improperly installed.
Vice President of Facilities Management Dewey Yeatts met with repre~entatives from the Mason and
Hanger Group and from CB and S
Construction Monday to determine
the best plan for remediation.
"They have actually gone through
some nondestructive testing and basically x-rayed the building." Yeatts
said. "From that. there ha~ been a
report the consultanlo; have reviewed,
and the general contractor has

We've moved!!!

Announcing

of

reviewed."
Yeatts said the contractors will be
able to fix the problem without having to reconstruct any of the walls at
the facility.
Yeatts said the contractors also
have had to make extra precautions
because the Hopkinsville site is in a
seismic zone for earthquakes.
Yeatlll said the remediation will not
be at any expense to the University,
and the manpower and funds will
come from the general contractor.
"They've been very cru;y to work
with and understanding," Yeatts said.
"They are actually optimistic that
they can get back to work full speed
and have the project completed in
January 2002 for the Spring .seme:.ter."

BY LOREE STARK

MCC Paducah
728 Tennessee St.
Paducah, KY 42001
(Corner of Tennessee & 8th Street)
Services: Sunday - 11 am & 7 pm
Bible study Wednesday 7pm

Murray

•

Rev. Lillian Ferguson, Pastor: (270) 443-3339
Local: (270) 753-6361

Affiliate of Porker Ford lincoln Mercury

Metropolitan Community Church • All Welcome!!

800 Chestnut St. 753-8850

Serving the "GLBT" Community
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Cracker Barrel
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Office Depot:.
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Available
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This Week
•fridaJ
•Racer RoundupLeadership confere nce for Future
Farmers of America, 9 a.m.

BY EMILY BLACK

.Cinema International- ''The Third
Man," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.

• saturdar
•MSUGA- Murray
State University
Gaming Association open gaming,
I0 a.m. to 10 p.m.,
Curris Center Mississippi and O hio
Rooms.

•Cinema International- "The Third
Man," 7:30p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.

• sundar

COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR
'

The phrase "blondes have more fun" has
been around for decades, but in the past
year, more people than ever have begun taking this belief to heart.
According to USA Today, within the last
year students and celebrities alike have
begun talcing their hair color to a lighter
shade and bleaching it blonde.
"Probably 50 percent of our customers
come in for highlights to make their
hair lighter." Angela Paschall. col- i
orist at The Crew, said. "It's a rough
estimate, but I would say that most t
people are going lighter with their
hair."
Paschall said celebrities may be
leading the way for the blonde
revolution. Movie and music
stars like Mariah Carey, Jennifer
Lopez and Jada Pinkett Smith
recently
went
from
bruneue to blonde.
"People
probably
want to go lighter.
because when they think
about blondes, they
think
of
famous,
r omantic

"I like bleaching my hair, because I just
like the way it looks," Derek Hopkins, junior
from Benton. said. ''It really just lightens it
up so much, like the sun does naturally in
the summer."
Going blonde has also
become an easier transition
to accomplish. Although
havmg a professional
d 0

any kind of hair dying or bleaching is always
recommended, there are also many ways for
a person to make their hair lighter at home.
In addition to the typical hair-coloring kits
available at places
Wailike
Mart and
Rite-

V._,
1

•Bible Study- 9
a.m., University
Church of C hrist.
•Bible Study- Chi
Alpha, 9:15 a.m.,
Elizabeth College
back lobby. Rides
to the church of
your choice afterward.

• mondar

said.
blonde

celebrities are
not the only
ones who have
joined
the
blonde
craze.
Male celebrities like
Ricky Martin, Cuba
Gooding J r. and Ben
Affleck have also taken their
hair to a lighter level.

Aide, L'Oreal has created a new brand of
hair color called Open, and Gamier ha.<~ created Lumnia for those who would like to
ease into the coloring process at home.
These new types of hair color use a low
ammonia formula that simply lightens or
deepens a person's existing color by one
shade. Products like Sun-In, which work
naturally in the sun. are also available for
those who are nervous about coloring their
hair.
For more extreme changes in color,
Revlon, Gamier, L'Oreal and Clairol make
home hair-coloring kits that can dramatically change a person's hair color.
Although natural blondes may be considered lucky by many, those who
are born blonde often run into
problems because of their hair
color.
Naturally light-haired people sometimes have to listen
...,. to endless jokes about their
intell igence because of their
hair color.
"(The jokes) are
okay, if you're not a
ditz," Dawn Johnson,
from
McLeansboro, Ill.,
said. "It doesn't really bother me because
you can always prove
the jokes wrong."
Johnson
said having to
endure some jokes
regarding
her
blonde hair is not
enough to make
her want to
change her hair
color.
S a i d
Johnson: "We
definitely have
more fun."
Brooks/The News

•Ticket SalesNickel Creek, 10
a.m., Student Govemmerlt'i\ssociation office. Tickets
are $8 for students
only. Limit four per
person.

•Ultimate Frisbee6 p.m., Intramural
Field.

•tuHdar
•Ticket SalesNickel Creek, 10
a.m.• Student Government Association office. Tickets
are $8 for students,
$ 12 for general
public. Limit four
per person.
.CAB- Campus
Activities Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room.

• wednpsla,
•Exam- OED,
7:45 a.m. to 4:30
p.m., O rdway Hall
Lobby.
•SGA- Student
Government Association Student
Senate meeting, 5
p.m., Curris Center
Barkley Room.
•Play- "Communicating Doors," 7
p.m., Robert E.
Johnson Theatre.

• thursday
•Play- "Communicating Doors," 7
p.m., Robert E.
Johnson Theatre.

.Cinema International- "Amores
Perros (Love's a
Bitch)," 7:30p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.
To post information
,in the calendar,
phone 762-4480 or
fax it to 762-3175.

·.E.ffects of stress hit home R&B duO
BY EMILY BLACK

the duration of symptoms is less than three

CoLLEGE ltFE EotTOR

months. Chronic post-traumatic stress disorder occurs when the duration of symptoms is
three momhs or more. A person who has
post-traumatic stress disorder usually suffers
symptonts for periods of one month or
longer. Others may develop symptoms, but
not the actual disorder.
Allbritten said he has received calls from
students suffering from sleeplessness.
Allbritten said if a person is suffering from
any of these symptoms, the best advice he can
give is to tum off the radio or TV and try to
concentrate on something other than the
attacks.
"If you feel you must do something. do
something positive," Allbritten said. "There
are all kinds of ways, such as the blood drive
or teddy beur collection, that give people a
chance to help out. Thil> might make them
feel better about the situation."
However, if a person's symptoms continue.
they may have developed post-traumatic
stress disorder or another illness related to
stress.
Said Allbritten: "If an individual feels that
they have the symptoms of post-Lraumatic
stress disorder, then they need to contact a
professional."

thoughts or images about the event. recurrent
dreams of the event and acting or feeling as if
the traumatic event were recurring are all
The Sept. 1J terrorist attacks may have common.
"Although it is not very likely that a person
occurred in Washington D.C., New York and
Pennsylvania. but their distance from Murray would develop 1he full-blown disorder, it is
does not mean local residents will not be absolutely possible that a person could devel·
op symptoms of the disorder," Renae Dunaffected.
Although many Murray State students did can. psychology department chair. said.
not know any of the victims or witness the . Duncan said the most common symptoms
attacks, the effects and stress caused by the students might develop in reaction to the terinc ident are still real. said Bill Allbritten. rorist attacks are a sense of numbing. a
director of the Counseling and Ttsting Cen· drenm-like state where the student experiter. For instance, studems who watched con- ences no real feelings about the event or pertinuous coverage of the events have the pos· sistent. intrusive thoughts and images that
sibility of developing post-tmumatic stress involve the event.
Duncan said these symptoms should disapdisorder.
"(Post-traumatic stress disorder) can hup- pear a few days after the event has occurred.
pen with stressful situations,'' Allbrilteo said. If the symptoms persist, that person may need
" However, it usually occurs from personal to seek help .
According to mentalhealth.com, other
involvement in situations like rape. robbery
symptoms related to post-traumatic stress disor other various crimes."
According to mentalhealth.com. posHrau· order are difficulty falling or staying asleep.
matic stress disorder can develop when a per· irritability or outbursts of anger, difficulty
son has experienced, witnessed or been con· concentrating, hypervigilance and an exagfronted with a traumatic event that resulted in gerated, startled response to any mention of
the event.
intense fear, helplessness or horror.
Post-traumatic stress disorder can be divid• Usually, a person suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder will relive the traumatic ed into two types: acute and chronic. Acute
experience in one of several ways. Intrusive post-traumatic stress disorder occurs when

B.E. S.A.F.E. Week promotes awareness
BY EMILY BLACK
COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

Although the terrorist acts America experienced on Sept. II have consumed most of the
nation's auention and grief over the last few
weeks, Murray State's Women's Center held a
tribute to other victims tn the United States:
victims of relationship violt:nce and sexual
assault.
Throughout the week of Sept. 23-29. the
Women's Center sponsored B.E. S.A .F.E. (Be
Educated About a Sexual Assuall-Free Environment) Week.
"Everything concerning B.E. S .A.f'.E. Week
has ran much smoother this year." Women·~
Center staff member Heather Tyree. sophomore from Hodgenville. said. "I was involved
last year, and things this year have jusL been a
lot less hectic."
B.E. S.A.F.E. Week was designated a as
week to increase awareness about se11:ual
assault. Throughout the week. the Women's
Center provided a variety of programs and
activities to educate students about sexual
assault and promote its campaign to eliminate
violence.
On Sept. 24 the Women' s Center held a
showing of the movie "Higher Leamtng ...

which deals with the issue of rape and racial
tension. and had a discussion in which students were able to voice their concerns abOut
violence and what they can do to help eliminate the problem. The Women's Center also
provided students with information tables in
the Curris Center.
White ribbon day was Sept. 26. During
white ribbon day students wore white ribbons
to ~how their support for the survivors of sexual assault.
The Women's Center also sponsored "Take
Back the Night" program and candlelight
march on Sept. 27 outside of Winslow to show
its continued support for sexual assault victims .
Tyree said all the events were well attended
this year. She said the Women's Center actively contacted fraternities. sororities and freshman orientation groups to urge them to attend
the ''Tal.:e Back the Night" candlelight march.
in addition to the other programs associated
wi1h B.E. S.A.F.E. week.
In addition to the activities associated with
B.E. S.A .F.E. \Veel.:. the Women's Center also
hus a clothesline project on display in the Curris Center Listening Lounge. The clothesline
proJcc.:t will be on display until Sept. 30.

The project was created in 1990 after the
Cape Cod Women's Agenda learned that during the Vietnam War. 51 thousand partners of
soldiers lost their lives because of domestic
violence compared to 58 thousand soldiers
that lost their lives fighting in the war.
''(The Cape Cod Women's Agenda) started
the project as a tribute to these victims."
Women's Center staff member Leslie Rowlancl senior from Louisville. said.
Rowland said Murray State's clothesline
project is made up of T-shirts decorated by
members of the Murray community. She said
each shirt is decorated by a victim or survivor
as a reminder of the experience. or by a member of the community in honor of those who
have died from sexual assault.
Rowland said the Women's Center expected
a larger turnout for the B.E. S.A.F.E week
events this year because of the Sept. II
tragedy.
Said Rowland: ''This is another part of the
healing process. We were expecting a large
group this year because of recent events. This
week is not just about the victims of sexual
assault; this week is about victims of any type
of violence."

brings soul
to RSEC
BY EMILY BLACK
COLLEGE liFE EDITOR

Murray State and the Student Government Association will sponsor their second concert of the semester when R&B recording artists K-Ci and Jo Jo come
to Murray at 8 tonight at the Regional Special Events
Center.
K-Ci and Jo Jo are internationally renowned
recording artists, best known for their hit "All My
Life." They most recently found fame with the'Song
"Crazy." which was featured in the soundtrack for
the movie "Save the Last Dance."
'This is definately a great concert for Murray to
host." Curtis Baker, former Campus Activities
Board concert chair. said. "We have always had a
hard time finding hip-hop acts to come to Murray.
They are usually ::;o expensive that il ha.'> been hard
to attract them to Murray."
Many fan!> may recognize K-Ci and Jo Jo as part
of the R&B group Jodeci, a multi-platinum group
that recorded top-ten songs such a~ "Forever My
Lady," "Stay," "Come and Talk to Me," ''Lately"
and "Cry For You."
K-Ci and Jo Jo embarked on a solo career in 1996
with the triple platinum album "Love Always."
Since beginning their solo career, K-Ci and Jo Jo
have released three albums. including "Love
Always," "It's Real" and the newly relea~d "X."
K-Ci and Jo Jo also have the distinction of being
the only act in mu!>iC history to have No. I pop, rap
and gospel songs.
"They are a really good band and 1 think everybody knows who they are," Baker said.
Some students' opinions have not been as enthusiastic.
"I've only heard two of their songs." Jade
Chavers. freshman from Georgetown, said. ''They're
okay, but I don't really listen to their music that
often."
Tickets for the K·Ci and Jo Jo concert are Sl5 for
the general public and $10 for Murray State students
with a valid Racercard and may be purchased at the
RSEC Tickets also rnay be purchased ut the SGA
oflice in the Curris Center. Sunset Boulevard in
Murray, BetS) 's Hallmark in Benton, Ungn Bunga
Muo;ic in Paducah. J Logan's in Mayfield and Ten·
nessee Pit Stop in Paris.
Said Baker: "By having a group like K-Ci and Jo
Jo come to Murray, maybe this will open up the city
for different kinds of artists. other than jusl country."

GetOut
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~This Week

Road Trip

So you crammed all week, ·
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your)
dorm room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

•music
1. Jay-Z - "The Blueprint"

2. NicRelback - "Silver Side
Up"
3. Alicia Keys- "Songs in A
Minor"
4. Fabolous - "Ghetto
Fabolous"
5. Bob Dylan - "Love and
Theft"

•around ton

Source: Associated Press

Source: A.,sociUled

SaturdayLargo Bar & Grill- Outwood Junction with Alonzo
Pennington, 9 p.m.
Bi.g Apple Cafe- Uncle
Shde Show, 9:30 p.m.

•1 hour drive
1

KC and the Sunshine Band, one of the most influential disco bands of the '70s, will perform as part of UT-Martin's Family Weekend
at 9 tonight at the Skyhawk Arena. KC and the Sunshine Band collected over four No. l hits ln the '70s and '80s.

Paducah - Head to the seventh ever BarbeQue on the
River and enjoy live music, ·
marine days, a Harley David- :
son rally and the beer garden. '
The festivities take place
:1
tonight and aJI day Saturday.

Disco hustles into Martin

• 2 hour drive

kcandthesunsh ineband .com

Pre.:~!>

•books
1. J.K. Rowling- "Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban"
2. Jack Welch with John A.
Byrne - ..Jack: Straight from
the Gut''
3. J.K. Rowling- .. Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone"
4. Stephen King and Peter
Straub - "Black House"
S. Nora Roberts - "Time and
Again"

BY EMILY BLACK
COlLEGE liFE EDITOR

Disco may be considered a thing of the past,
but that does not mean today's younger music
fans are not able to relate to the music of their
parents' generation . Concert coordinators from
the University of Tennessee at Martin hope that
assumption will apply tonight when KC and the
Sunshine Band bring the '70s to the Skyhawk
Source; As'>OCiated Press
Arena.
''Because this is our Family Weekend. we
obviously wanted to have a cross-sectional
appeal." ~aid David Belote, assistant vice chancellor for Sudent Affairs. "We wanted something that would be fun for family members of
all ages.•·
http://www.emode.com
KC and the Sunshine Band is one of the most
If you have ever wondered
what your theme song is, what famous bands to come out of the '70s disco
breed of dog you are, who
craze, according to "Rolling Ston~ Magazine:·
your inner rock star is or how Throughout the years, Harry Wayne Casey, betyour personality might taste,
ter known a<> "KC." has been nominated for nine
Grammys and taken home three, including two
then check out the ultimate
quiz Web site to find out more for his work on the "Saturday Night Fever"
about yourself than you proba- soundtrack.
KC and the Sunshine Band was a forerunner
bly ever wanted to know.

· • website of the week

)fhe JB3JrC0JiEThmelf§

of disco music and even cros~ed over into mainstream by joining the Beatles as the only artists
to garner four No. I singles in the span of a year.
The band hit the lop of the charts in 1975 with
"Boogie Shoes," "Rock Your Baby," "Get
Down Tonight'' and "'That's The Way (I Like
It) ."
KC and the Sunshine Band also had other hits
with "(Shake, Shake, Shake) Shake Your
Booty" and 'T m Your Boogie Man."
KC and the Sunshine Band originally formed
in 1973 in Hialeah, Fla., when Casey and
Richard Finch decided to come together and create a r.tcially integrated band. The band was
originally known as KC and the Sunshine
Junkanoo Band.
Throughout the '70s. KC and the Sunshine
Band conquered both Pop and R&B chart-; with
their blend of Motown, Funk and dance music,
which became known as the Miami sound.
KC and the Sunshine Band was able to live
past the decade of disco music and still produce
hils in the early '80s.
Although KC and the Sunshine Band's days
of No. 1 hits may be in the past. and many of the
original band members are gone, Casey has not
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stopped performing for his fans.
In the 1990s. Cac;ey revamped KC and the
Sunshine Band, released a new album and continued touring the United States and Europe. The
band also has kept its music in the limelight by
allowing iLc; hit :mng, "Keep It Comin' Love,'' to
be featured in commercials for Old Navy and on
the soundtrack for the movie "Blow."
KC and the Sunshine Band also has been featured on the VH 1 TV show "Behind the Music."
The band also has released a series of greatest
hits albums and dance remixes featuring both
previously released and new songs.
KC and the Sunshine Band's appearance at
the Skyhawk Arena follows that of alternative
rock band, "Fuel," which performed earlier this

faU.
"We've been able to host some great music
events this year," Belote said. ··we think that
this will fit nicely into our music schedule."
The KC and the Sunshine Band concert will
begin at 9 p.m. in the Skytlawk Arena. Tickets
are S 15 and can be purchased at the door or in
advance by calling the Student Life Office at
(73 I) 587-7525.

Nashville - Visit the
AmSouth Amphitheatre
today and see a fabulous lineup at BuzzFest 2, featuring 3
Doors Down, Sevendust,
Nickelback, Ben Folds, Bad
RonaJd and more. The fun
kicks off at noon. Tickets are
on sale for $15 and $25
through Ticketmaster.

• 3 h01• drive (or more)
Louisville- Spend the weekend at the Louasville Palace
Theatre and enjoy entertainment from George Carlin and
Three Dog Night. Carlin's
comedy can be seen at 8
tonight for $36.50. Three
Dog Night will be singing at
8 p.m. Saturday,with taoket
pnces ranging from $25.50 to
$53.50.

D.U.I. $2,000+
It ' s your

call

753-Briz

:;hr
!II

l11

If you can't drive or just

Josh

need a ride to class
Bri'z Cabz 753-BRIZ

ol
'(

..

TonightSaturdays - Rubber Soul, 9
p.m.

•movies
1. Hardball
Starring Keanu Reeves
2. The Others
Stan·ing Nicole Kidman
3. The Glass House
Starring Leelee Sobieski
4. Rush Hour 2
Starring Chris Tucker and
Jackie Chan
S. The Musketeer
Starring Tim Roth

..

4

Brett McCutchen

Jeremy Woodward

$1 Per Mile

Minimum $5 Per Ride

CollegeLife
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Head to London for Winter classes
BYSCOTT GIBSON
ASSISTANT COlLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Thi's winter. the Cooperative Center for
Study Abroad and Murray State are offering
students a chance to travel to London, Eng•land, to earn college credit and e~tplore a
new environment.
• The trip, which takes place Dec. 26
'through Jan. 8, will give students the chance
,to earn three credit hours in Murray State' s
International Studies in Theatre class
(THD322). It will also allow students to
explore a new country and culture.
For student.o; going to a different country
for the first time. England is one of the best
places to go. Ron Cella, CCSA campus representative. said.
"You can be comfortable in 'England
because they speak the same language a.<>
us," Cella said. "Almost."
While in England, students will have the
opportunity to study hands on. Since the
course is International Studies in Theatre,
students can travel throughout the city and
experience the architecture and hi~tory of
theatre instead of simply reading a textbook
about it.
"You get to take the theatre class, but it's
not just theatre," Cella said. ''It's not just for
theatre students. You get a full cultural
experience."
,
Students can take par1 in scheduled day
trips to area-. around. and outside of. London.
"There are probably three or four excursions out of town. but the students can stay
in the city and not run out of things to do."
Cella said.
London offers many exciting sites of
interest. Students can visit Buckingham
Palace and view the changing of the guard
or take a trip to the London Theatre.
"The London Theatre is like Broadway,
except it's about half the cost," Cella said.
"They even have some of the same shows as
Broadway."
There are also many art exhibits and

museums in London. and of course, there is
Big Ben.
Students can also visit shopping areas like
Portabella Road, which houses a variety of
shops and outdoor vendors, and Harrod's, a
shopping mall that carries everything from
sushi to designer clothing.
In pa.-;t trips. students have also taken outings to Stonehenge. Stratford, Canterbury
and Dover. Lindsay Spauldi ng, j unior from
Taylor Mill. visited London over the summer with CCSA and traveled to many of the
destinations.
"h's the greatest concept," Spaulding
said. "You can just get on a train and travel
an hour away with no problem."
Although the train ride may be easy, it is
best to plan the outings at least one day in
advance, Spaulding said. Another good idea
is to buy a guidebook.
"We usually tried to map out everything
we were going to do the night before," said
Spaulding. •·Jt's good to be prepared."
Students can also visit the newly restored
Globe Theatre in Stratford. The Globe is
designed to be a<; much like it was in Shakespeare's time as it can be. A few slight modifications were planned for better handicapped accessibility.
The trip is not only a way to study and see
new and interesting places, it is also a way
to meet and bond with new and interesting
•
people.
"Within two days. people on the trip were
hanging out," Spaulding said. " It's like
you're molded into your own little family."
While visiting. students and professors
will stay in a four-star hotel in central London. The trip cost is $2,650 and includes
health insurance. round-trip airfare, hotel
and breakfa.-;t costs. program excursions.
plays and a London Travelcard.
"The cost covers almost everything
except meals, personal expenses and some
travel that studento; may want to do on their
own," Cella said.
According to the CCSA brochure, the
meals alone could cost roughly $350. Stu-

&

Lindsay Spaulding/Guest

Stonehenge is just one of many attractions students are able to visit while traveling abroad. While staying in London.
students will have the chance to visit attractions both In and out of the city.
dents should also keep the exchange rate in
mind when making purchases or budgeting
their funds, Spaulding said.
"When we went, the exchange rate was
something like $1.40 per pound," Spaulding
said. "You just have to stop and think about
it."
Despite the cost. many students from pa-;t
trips have come home rewarded, having

Monda" - Free Pool All DaY Lone
Wednesda~ Nilbt · $1 BEER HaPPY Hour · $1 BEER
~ ~ ~-~ 1 UfP !jj) Mon.-Sat. 5-'l P.m.
0
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0

Pizza. BBQ. Pool. Big Screen TV

64 1 In Purvear. TN
(90 1) 247-5813

P•-•••• -• • •••-•

$2.00 OFF :

SPECIALS!
!Ha i rcut !
TANNING szs for 100 Min.
ACR'ILIC NAILS $~o
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. : $2.00 OFF !
HIGHLIGHTS S~s U Up
p e r m luii~iWifii4biDiiOl MEN'S HAIRCUT $10
I
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·-------------· 75~~M2
Southside Sho
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Center • Murro

due Oct. 5. The first payment will cover airfare and deposits for arrangements in London. The final payment of $1 ,450 io; due
Nov. 16.
For more information about the class,
phone David Balthrop, theatre and dance
department chair, at 762-4634. For a
brochure detailing the London trip. phone
Cella at 762-4532.

ALl AMERICAN fooD
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experienced another country, Cella said.
"Everybody I've ever known that's gone
over there has said they had a good time,"
Cella said. "I've never heard·of any dissatisfied customers."
For students interested in attending the
trip. the application deadline is Oct. 5. A
$200 deposit is due at the time of application. The first trip payment of $1,000 is also

Ku*
· uri

NIEON IBIE&€H
Tanning & Storage Rental

Hours

MS'U. Stutfents
10% discount off tannlnl! packaees.
lotions. and swimwear with MSU i.O.

Mon. ·11us.
8 a.m.- 9 P.m.
At. & Sat.
8 a.m.- 8 P.m.

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

753-3333

Located inside
Wa/-Mart

Welcome Back
Students

Rent 1, Get 1 Freel
Ju st b ring in thi s
w ith your MSU ID!
511ARV26

•

Clark College would like to
congratulate the men of 2-West for
winning Penny Wars 2001!
Ken Stratton (RA)
Craig Seifert (Wing Representative)

.Sam Adams
Timothy Brown
Tom Cecil
Steven Clark
Brian Coe
Robert Doughty
Nick Frazier
Tim Gallagher
Adam Green
Ronnie Hoffman
Brian Jennings
Kevin Lee

Olexander Martynenko
Brian Masters
Phillip Mitchell
Granger Odum
Robert Pardue
Jerry Phillips
John Schaudt
Garrick Simpson
Willie Simpson
Yohsuke Sonata
Daniel Stigall

Overall, Clark College.raised $417 for the American
Red Cross. Thank you to everyone who donated
money for this fun event and wonderful ~ause.

• Therapeutic massage
• Aroma therapy
• Ear Candling
5.00 Off Every Mon.

.MSO -10% Off
Gift Certificates Available

Call fo r an Appt. at :
(270) 753-828 2 or
(270 ) 853- 1172
1600 Dodson Ave., Inside
Leta's Beauty Salon. A 1/2
mile North from Speedway
Oas Station at the 5·

·Tan all month for$19. 9S
•Early bird special with coupon
Mon.-Thurs. before noon
$4 off hai rc ut

Cf:he Cutting tdge
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NFL predictions
should cause
varied reactions
This space of the sports section is
reserved for sports commentary.
Every week, the writer of that commentary will have the opportunity to
voice his or her opinion on some
topic pertinent to the world of sports.
It is the responsibility of that writer
to evoke some reaction from those
reading the commentary. That reaction, in mo"t cases, should clearly f~U
under the category of agreement or
disagreement and might sound like
"True dat" or " He said WHAT?"
This week, it is my objective to hear
both of those reactions. "How?" you
ask? The answer is simple, really.
I'm going to make a prediction.
It's natural for
Sports Talk sports fans and
sports journalists
to try and pick
what teams will
win and lose each
week . It's also natural for fellow fans
and journalists to
either agree or disagree with that
jUSTIN
person's predicMCGILL
tions.
Most people
"IT'S NATURAL
make safe predicFOR SPORTS
tions, but I usually
FANS AND
don't. That's why 1
SPORTS JOUR- expect to hear
more people say
NALISTS TO TRY
"He said WHAT?"
AND PICK WHAT than ''True dat"
TEAMS WILL
this week.
Prediction No.
WIN AND LOSE
1 - The Bnltimore
EACH WEEK."
Ravens are not
going to repeat as
Super Bowl champions this season. I
feel that's a pretty
<~greeable
statement, given thev lost to the Cincin•
natt Bengals laSt-week.
Let me say that nnother way to
clarify just how big that is. On Sunday, the defending Super Bowl
champions lost to the nnnual butt of
most NFL jokes, and it wasn't even a
very dose game.
OK, so Prediction No. 1 wasn't
very bold. 1 figured one of my picks
might as well make some sense. The
next one might not makl' sense to
many people, but it doe~ to me.
Prediction No. 2 -Tampa Bay and
San Diego will compete in this season's Super Bowl.
Yeah, go ahead and read it again.
I'm willing to bet it will happen.
Not money, of course, given the fact
that I have none. But 1 think it will
happen.
Think about it. The Bucs finally
have a real quarterback in Brad Johnson and still have a solid defense.
Picking them to win the NFC title is a
relatively safe bet.
But the Chargers? "Get real," you
say. Well, I am.
San Diego' s first two performances
- wins over Washington and Dallasshow it will be a force in the league
this season, just one year after winning only one game. The Chargers'
defense allowed only three points
against the Red~kin~ and gave the
offense plenty of support against the
Cowboys last wel•k.
~rue, San Diego's offense will likely be routed heavily through rookie
running back LaDanian Tomlinson.
True, that offense is led by quarterback Doug Flutie, a guy who was
kicked <1ut of Buffalo and replaced by
Rob Johnson. But Tomlinson played
better than average against the Redskins and Cowboys, and Flutie is
playing well and making the Bills
feel stupid for letting him go.
Still don't agree with me? That's
OK. I don't expect many people to.
But don't dismiss the Chargers this
season. Remember last season? Who
can honestly say they thought the
Ravens or New York Giants would
be playing fnr the championship?
I can't. J picked Dallas. Of course, l
do that every year, generally just to
see how m.1ny silly looks I can get
from people. Most people just laugh
at rp~.
I'll be doing the laughing this year.

762-4481
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Volleyball team still searching for next win
BY J EREMY TACKEn
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Five days after setting a Murray State University freshman record with 33 kills, Kim
Cappa again led the MSU attack last Tuesday night against the University of Evansville.
Despite Cappa's efforts, the Racers lost
the match 3-1, dropping the Racers' overall
record to 1-11. They remain Q-3 in conference play.
"Since the injuries of Lindy (Northcutt,
junior outside hitter) and jessica (Wood,
senior outside hitter), Kim has really
stepped up and is doing a good job on
offense," Head Coach David Schwepker
said.
Murray State took the first game of the
match 30-20, and it looked as if the they
would snap their five-game losing streak,
but the Lady Aces battled back to claim the
next three games 3Q-24, 30-23 and 30-22.
After finding themselves down 10 points
with their backs against the wall in the final
game, the Racers battled back to within
seven points before falling 3()...22.
"Our rutting percentage and digs were
higher than theirs; we just had bad passing,
and that was the key," Schwepker said. "We
played hard and did a really good job."
Cappa had 18 kills, 15 defensive digs and
a team-high two blocks in the game, and
senior Trena Fish added 14 kills and two
defensive digs. She also added one block.
Junior Eleanor Reed led the team in service
aces with three, and junior Kristen Jones
added five kills and tied with Cappa for the

lead in defensive digs with 15.
"We are a team that won't give up," Fish
said. "Things will eventually start going our
way, and we will pull through."
The Lady Aces had four players with double figures in kills: Brooke Krodel, ll; Jessica Kiefer, 13; Samantha Butler, 13 and
Heather Gray, 15. The Lady Aces also had
three players with double figures in defensive digs: Jenny Zenthoefer, 10; Kiefer, 11
and Butler, 14.
Earlier this year, Cappa set the Murray
State freshman kills record against OVC
prese~n-favorite Tennessee-Martin with
33. That figure also leads the nation this season.
"(Junior setter) Chrissy Dabbert was having an awesome game day setting, and we
were playing good defense,'' said Cappa of
setting the record.
Schwepker said he believes his team will
get on track soon and knows his team is
working hard to get better.
"This team works hard and wants to
win," Schwepker said.
TI1e Racers host Southeast Missouri State
at 7 tonight at Racer arena and Eastern Illinois at 2 p.m. Saturday.
"These games will be very important
right now," Schwepker said. "We are 0-3 in
the conference, but we have 18 matches to
play, ;;a 0-3 is not bad right now. We will
take the matches seriously. We know what
they will do and what we need to do to stop
them."
Wood could return to practice as early as
today from the ankle injury she suffered
earlier in the season.

.

fuStiu McGill is sports editor of "Titc
Murray Stntl.' News ."

Photos by Karri Rubeck/The News
(Above) Murray State junior outside hitter Sara Schmitt and j unior defensive specialist Tract Buck dive for the ball during the Racers' 3-1 loss against Evansville Tuesday.
(Right) Junior outside hitter Kristen J ones. who had 15 defensive digs against
Evansville, prepares to set a pass.

Childress, Slater connect late to salvage win for MSU
Racer 13-yard line. Everhart converted a
22-yard field goal with three seconds left
in the half, trimming the score to 17-10.
The Racer offense was ineffective for
The Murray State offense woke up just
much
of the second half. The defense
in time to pull out a 24-20 win Saturday
kept
MSU
in the game, allowing only a
at Southern Illinois.
26-yard touchdown pass in the third
The Racers led 17-10 after one half, but
quartt!r and a 30-yard field goal with five
their offense gained little ground in the
minutes ldt in the game.
second half until a 66-yard scoring drive
Southern Illinois had a chance to put
with less than two minutes left upped
the game away late in the fourth, but
their record to 2·1.
MSU's defense stopped the Salukis'
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio said the
offense at midfield and forced a punt.
team failed to capitalize on several
"Our defense continues to step up,"
opportunHies to put the game away
Pannunzio said. "When we needed a big
before the final touchdown was scored.
stop they came through for us. If you're
going to win a championship, that's the
way you want it."
The Racers took over at their own 34yard line with I :34 left in the game. MSU
drove the ball to the SIU 9·yard line.
Three plays later, an attempted pass
from Childress to Slater was incomplete,
but SIU was called for pass interference,
giving the Racers a first down on the 2yard line. After an SIU timeout, Childress found Slater in the end Z<me for the
winning touchdown.
Childress completed 23 of 37 pass
attempts for 253 yards. Slater caught six
of those tosses for 93 yards. Junior
receiver Desmond Collins gained 64
yards on seven catches.
Childress said the team was more
comfortable relying on short passes for
much of the game because of SIU's
defense, but the Racers' success throwing deep during the last drive should
cause some changes on offense.
"SIU was playing zone most of the
game, so we didn't want to take a
chance," Childress s.1id. "We're going to
open (the offense) up now. I think we're
more comfortable now throwing the ball
downfield, so I look for a totally differC.Htn PetersonJThe News ent team next game."
Murray State junior cornerback Malcom Moore returns a punt during the Racers' 24-20 win Saturday at Southern IlliByars led an effective rushing attack,
nois. Moore returned seven punts fo r 70 yards and two kickoffs for 48 yards.
finishing with 137 yards on 21 carries.
BY JusTIN McGILL
SPORTS EDITOR

"I'm not very happy with our performance," Pannunzio said. "We're not executing. But good teams find ways to win
and bad find ways to lose, and we found
a way to win today."
Southern Illinois received the first
kickoff and drove to the Racer tO-yard
line, but senior safety jeremy Davis
intercepted a pass near the goal line.
Four plays later, however, sophomore
quarterback Stewart Childress fumbled
the ball. Saluki defensive linemen Matt
Scheffler recovered the fumble and ran
40 yards for the first touchdown of the
game.

The Racers put their first points on the
board with l :23 left in the first quarter
with a 23-yard field goal by sophomore
Shane Andrus. After MSU's defense
forced SIU to punt on its next drive,
junior running back G<t.-ner Byars scored
on a ~0-yard run, gi\'ing the Racers a 107 lead early in the second quarter.
Murray State extended its lead to 17-7
on a 24-yard pass from Childress to
senior receiver Michael Slater with about
three minutes left in the first half. With
just under a minute left, SIU btocked a
punt attempt by junior Brian Bivens, giving the ball to the Salukis' offense at the
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SpQitUgM
eremyl<irk.
KbnO.ppa
•JeR\'D1Y l<ifk and
;l<irh Ca~ are ir\
this week's Racet
SportLiSht.
Kirk, senior cross
ounby runner,
was named one of
the Ohio Valley
onference's top
performers afte11
his third place fin.
ish in the Commodore Oassic last
Saturday.
Kirk led the Racers to a second·
plat:e finish at the
Icla5sic with a time
f f 26 minutes, 34
seconds. The third·
place finish by Kirk
is his third top-3
finish in each of the
last three events.
Cappa, freshman
outside hitter for
the volleybaJl team,
led the Race~ last
trhursday against
lrr-Martin with 33
kills. She also took
74 swings and had
12 digs in the

match.
Cappa also had
47 swings and 18
kills
against
Evansville
on
Tuesday

Fastfact
The
NHL
planned an aggresive expansion in
1966, adding six
new teams. Teams
added were the
California Seals,
Los Angeles Kings,
Minnesota North
!stars, Philadelphia
Flyers, Pittsburgh
Penguins and St.
Louis Blues.
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Women's soccer wins one, loses
against Samford and MTSU
The Murray State women's SC>Ct:er team
battled against Samford University last Saturday, but a goal in overtime by the Bulldogs' Haley Kolb ended aU hopes of a victory.
Murray State fell behind early in the
game, but a goal from sophomore midfielder Emily Schaller tied the game at 1-1 with
16:44 elapsed. Freshman forward Theresa
Reedy scored at the 26:11 mark of the ftrst
half to give the Racers a 2-1 lead.
A little over 90 seconds later, a Racer
defender accidentally passed the ball into
her own goal to make the score 2-2. Samford scored again with 29:30 elapsed in the
first half to make the score 3-2.
The scoreboard did not change until the
80:31 mark of the second half when junior
midfielder Abbie Perez tied the game at 3-3,
forcing overtime. Kolb's overtime goal left
the Racers with a 3-3 record heading into
the Alabama A&M game on Sunday.
Sunday's battle against Alabama A&M
found the Racers poised for victory. Six
Racers scored for the win.
Senior defender Elaine McAdams scored
the first point on a penalty shot with 17:11
elapsed in the first half. Sophomore midfielder Lindsey Gustafson scored in the sec-

ond half, and a goal by freshman Reedy followed to give the Racers a 3-0 lead.
Freshman midfielder Shelley Corwin
scored her first career goal to add to the
lead, and sophomore midfielder Jill Condon later made the score S-0. Sophomore
midfielder Courtney Wenande finished the
Racers' attack, adding a goal with 8:25 left
in the game and giving the Racers a 6-0
shutout of Alabama A&M.
Wednesday, the Racers had the favor
returned to them when they were shutout
by the Middle Tennessee State Blue
Raiders, 3-0. Goals by MI'SU in the 27th,
69th and 84th minute of the game left the
Racers in the dust. The Racers' record now
stands at 4-4.

match, 6-1,6-1.
In doubles action, Spencer and Glass
were defeated in No. 1 doubles. The duo of
junior Cheryl Graham and Ward won in
No. 2 doubles, 9-7. Alonte and Steen won
their No. 3 match, 8-2, helping the Racers
defeat the University of Evansville.
The win, however, was a rebound from
earlier in the day when the Racers lost to
Indiana State, 5-2. In singles action, Alonte
and Graham won their matches but none of
the other Racers were able to pull in a win.
In doubl~ action, Graham and Ward won
at No. 2 singles, but the Racers failed to win
the No. 1 or No. 3 games. The Racers will
next compete at the UfC Fall Invitational in
Chattanooga on Oct. 5-7.

Women's tennis opens with win Volleyball falls to OVC preseason
against Evansvi•, loss to ISU
favorite Tennessee-Martin 3-2
The Murray State women's tennis team
defeated the University of Evansville last
Saturday, 6-1. The Racers were led by
sophomore Melissa Spencer who won at
No. 1 singles, 6-3, 6-2.
Freshman Jennifer Ward won a tough
battle over UE, 7-5, ~. 7-6 in No. 2 singles,
and senior Maria Alonte also won her No. 4
match, 6-2, 6-3. Junior Annette Steen won
her No. 5 singles match 6-3, 4-6, 7-6, and
freshman Jadyn Leeper won the No. 6

OVC football
Standings

ovc f ootball

OVCOverall
Eastern Illinois
1..{)
2-o
Tennessee State 0.()
2-0
Murray State
0.()
2-1
Tennessee Tech 0-0
2-1
SEMO
0-0
2-2
UT-Martin
0-0
1-2
Eastern Kentucky 0-1
1-2

Saturday
SLMO Q TennL"Ss<'e Stat~, 1:30 p.m.
F.a~t!'rn Kentucky 0 UT· Martin,
2p.m .
Tenn<'lil>l'e Tech @ Eastern lllanvls,
2:30 p m.

OVC Volleyball
Standings

Schedule

OVC Overall
SEMO
3-0
S-5
UT-Martin
2-1
8-5
Austin Peay
2-1
6-4
Morehead
2-2
8-4
Ea!>1em Kentucky 2-2
4-6
Eastern Illinois
1-1
6-3
Tennessee Tech 1-l
4-4
Tennessee State 0-2
3-5
Murray State
0-3
1-11

The Murray State women's volleyball
team fell to UT-Martin Sept. 20 in five
games. MSU, which is still searching for its
first conference win, was led by freshman
outside hitter Kim Cappa, who had a
match-high 33 kills.
Senior middle hitter Trena Fish had 17
kills, and junior outside hitter Sara Schmitt
added 15 of her own.
4
On defense, junior outside hitter Kristen
Jones had a match-high 17 digs, and junior

Standings are from non-conference gamt>s. Conference action
begins in October.

Regen~C

Franklin A
Regenlll A
R1chmond 8
R1chmond A
Clark A
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4-<1
:l-<1
3-0

Fraternities

au

~mbdJ
Alpha
Alpha Sigtn.~ Phi

Alpha Canuna Rho
S•gmal'•
P1 K.lppJ Alpha
Sl!;ma Chi

;.o
1-{)
2·1
0· 1

MSU 24
Solilllenl . . 20

TSU27
FlarldaMM7

V...,._. Sccnl

s.,.t. 25
MTSU3
MSU O

MSUI
Ala._.. MilO

s.t-25
APSU3

rru o

EYHS63
MSU1

1~2

Southem lllaill 3
UT-Martln 2

Alpha SISJI'.! Alpha
Alpha G.unma Della

J.O

TSU3
lipscOIIIb 2

BSU7

2·1
2·2
2·2
1·2

().2

1.{)

2·1
1·1
1· 1

O arkB

White
Regents 8
HartS
Hester

1-3
().1

0·3

0·3

Vik.ng5

AlphJ Omicron Pi
~U2-l

Women

3.()

J.:l

Regents

Hl

Spring"r
White
Hart
He!>tet

3-1
2-2
2-Z
H
2-3
1·2

Richmond

(}.4

Eliu~th

The brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha would like to
congratulate the new Gamma Xi pledge class

Sports Briefly is compiled by Ass[.;tant Sports
Editor Kevin Thomas

Men

Clark

SOurce: ESPN

The Mu~ray State men's cross country
team placed second overall at the Vanderbilt Commodore XC Classic at Percy Warner Park in Nashville. MSU finished with 86
points, second to Emory with 69 points.
Senior Jeremy Kirk led the Racers by finishing third out of 213 runners, with a time
of 26:23. Kirk was also named one of the
Ohio Valley Conference's top perfonners
for his ftnish . Junior Ryan Davis also helped
the Racers by finishing seventh, with a time
of27:U.
The MSU women's cross country team
fmished eighth with 262 points. Western
Kentucky and Belmont finished first and
second respectively.
The women were led by senior Emily
Herndon who finished 11th out of 234 runners with a time of 19:01 and senior Rebecca Christman who finic;hed 29th with a time
of 19:55.
The Murray State men and women's
teams will compete in the Saluki Invitational in Carbondale Oct. 6.

Resident~~~ Coleps

6-0
5-1
5-2
4-3
1-6
0-7

EIW 17

Men's cross country finishes
2nd, women 8th at Vanderbilt

Intramural SofthaD

OVC Soccer
Standings
SEMO
Eastern Dlinois
Tennessee Tech
Murray State
UT-Martin
Morehead

defensive specialist Traci Buck had 12 digs.

Independent
BSU Boy...
Bus Driven.
Uunbda Chi Alpha •s•
D.tncing Coyo!t'S

3-1
3-1
1·1

().I

s.,t. 22
EKUl
EIU 2
SEM03

~-1
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Rowing team begins journey Rifle depends on young shooters
toward team goals Saturday
BY TIM AI.SOIIOOKS
STAFF WR1TER

BY KEVIN THOMAS
AssiSTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Racer rowing team will
kick off its 2001-2002 season Saturday at the Head of the Licking
regatta in Cincinnati.
Heading to its first regatta of
the season, the rowing team is
striving toward many goals.
"We want to make a name for
ourselves," Coach Jenny Hengehold said. "We've gone from
being nowhere here in the
Southeast region to where people know us."
The rowing team will face
challenging competition this
season. Teams such as the University of Tennessee, University
of North Carolina, Duke and
Clemson will all be on the

schedule.
"This is my fourth year on the
team, and playing competition
of this caliber just motivates us
to practice and train even harder," said Ginny Jenkins, a senior
rower.
Because rowing is not an
Ohio Valley Conference sport,
winning that championship is
not a goal for the team.
"To say we're going to go out
and win regionals is not something we can do/' Hengehold
said. "Our region spans from
Michigan State and Wisconsin
down to most Georgia, North
Carolina and Alabama schools."
Hengehold said the team has
had few opportunities to practice on the water because of
adverse weather conditions that

have limited the team's practice
to dry land.
"We've only had about four
days of water time, and that's
similar to trying to run an
offense without a football,"
Hengehold said.
Hengehold said she has high
expectations for the season's
first regatta.
"I expect us to medal at this
weekend's race," Hengehold
said. "I believe we'll do pretty
well. Overall, there are 22 clubs
entered. In our race, U of L
(Louisville) is really our only
competition."
The Rowing team will have
almost a month off before competing Oct. 20 at Knoxville in
the Head of the Tennessee
regatta.

It's hard to find a program with as
rich a championship history as the
Murray State rifle team, which opens
its season at Pat Spurgin Rifle Range
tomorrow against Ohio Valley Confer·
ence foe Tennessee-Martin.
Coach Diana Stone said she believes
the team will be one to watch this year,
even after losing some top seniors from
last year's squad.
"We-,are a young team, but we are
going to be strong," Stone said. "We
have a great group of freshmen coming
in that should help fill some of the
void.''
One returner is top-shooting sophomore Morgan Hicks, and she is ready
to begin competition.
"I shot at nationals this summer and
tried to keep up my shooting throughout the summer, so I am ready for the
season to begin," Hicks said.

try to do your best," Purdy said. "With
the travel, weather and their team
experience, we should learn something
from them."
The team is also looking forward to
hosting the NCAA championships
March 14-16, making Murray State a
six-time host, the most of any school in
the nation.
"It is going to be a blast to host the
championships this year, and it shows
that Murray State rifle is a contender,"
Stone said.
Along with giving Murray State the
home advantage, having the tournament in Murray also will mean fans
can experience it without having to
travel.
"It is so exciting hosting the champi·
onships and not having to travel any·
where this year," Hicks said. "We will
be able to compete in a place we know
well, and it gives spectators around the
area a chance to see tough competition
up close."

Freshman Crystal Dove is also ready
to get started tomorrow.
"We have been getting back into the
groove during practice, and we are all
anticipating actually competing on Sat·
urday to see how we shape up,'' Dove
said.
Coach Stone said she hopes the
young team will begin to come togeth·
er soon.
"I am really wanting to see how our
young team matches up during . our
first match," Stone said. "Plus, it may
set the tone for the rest of the season."
MSU has an interesting schedule this
year, including a home-and-home
series against two-time rifle champions
University of Alaska-Fairbanks. UAF
will come here Nov. 20, and Murray
State will travel to Fairbanks Feb. 23.
Freshman Robert Purdy believes the
competition against UAF will be helpful for Murray State.
IJYou shoot up to the ability of your
competitors, and against the bt-st, you

Intramural softball season gets underway with increased nun1ber of teams
BY CHRIS JUNG
CONTRIBUTING WEtTER

Murray-Callaway County Park is once
again bustling with intramural activity.
The 2001 Intramural softball season
kicked off last week with more than 42
teams vying for this year's division championships.
In her third year as Director of lntracollegiate Sports and Recreation, Alison Epperson said she is excited about the upcoming
season.
"I love lntramurals," Epperson said. "I

really hate the summer because it is so
slow, and I am always ready to get back on
the field."
The Intramural softball league grew from
one year ago as 42 teams- 12 more than
last year- now crowd the schedule.
The Intramural sports office has
rearranged schedules around rain-outs and
disqualified teams. Six softball teams have
already bt.~n expelled from the league
because of forfeit, ~plinary action or no
representation at the required officials'
meeting.
Lack of officials is a recurring problem,

to be there," Epperson said. "If I force people to officiate, then they tend not to be as
sharp."
Five teams look to defend their respective
championships this season. In the residential college division, Regents is preparing to
defend the men's title. On the women's
side, the Regents and Hester teams tit.>d for
the championship last year and hope to
r~peat their victories.
In the Greek division, Alpha Tau Omega
will defend the fraternity crown. Alpha
Sigma Alpha returns as the reigning sorori·
ty division champion.

and this year is no exception. Some potential officials have time conflicts and are not
available to umpire games.
"It's a challenge to get people out here to
officiate," Epperson said. "We require each
men's team to send two participants to the
officials' meeting at the beginning of the
year. I had 26 come out to represent the residential colleges, but I really only have
seven that are available to me."
If the problem persists, Epperson may
retreat to requiring officials from each team
to umpire a minimum amount of games.
"I really want people out there who want

Regardless of the ,umpire problems and
the loss of six teams, Epperson is optimistic
about the upt"'rning season.
"We're always working hard to make
things fair and exciting," Epperson said.
"As long as people are having fun and get·
ting involved, then we know that we are
doing a good job." .
Jay Powell, Lambda Chi "A" team head
coach, said his experience with Inttamurals
has been positive.
Said Powell: "lntramurals are a great
way to stay active and do a good job of
keeping everyone involved.''
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Assault:
Services, options available for students in assault situations
From Page 1
woman changed into her night
clothes, she told police. The women
said after Willis came back into the
room they watched TV until she
began to doze off. Willis then began
to make sexual advances. the
woman told police.
The woman said she tned to push
him away, and when she succeeded.
she went in the bathroom. The
woman told police that when she

returned, Willis asked if they could
finish, but she did not respond.
Willis left. and the woman called
the friend who had driven her home
from the ATO party. The woman
then contacted two of her friends.
who subsequently called the police.
Franklin College Residence
Director Bryan Hayse and Regents
College RD Jessica Buchanan
referred all questions to Interim

Director of Housing and Residential
Life David Wilson. Wilson referred
questions to Assistant Vice President of Student Affairs Mike
,Young.
Young said the University provides certain services when an
assault is reported.
"Whenever we are made aware an
incident haS been reported, our goal
is obviously to provide care and

support and give (those involved)
options and people to contact for
help," Young said.
Young said, in general, after an
incident such as that reported in
Regents occurs. the first contact
with the victim is important.Victims often feel as though support
and comfort is taken from them,
Young said.
"We want to make sure they

know what options they have to
seek assistance," Young said. •·we
support them and want to provide
comfort and give them options."
Young said he could not say
when the Judicial Board would hold
a hearing on the incident, ns it
depended on whether the woman
who reported the crime would pur·
sue action on a University level in
addition to the criminal charges

filed. Young said.
DeVoss said he could not comment on the maner other than what
was on the University's official
relea'>e regarding the incident.
Kentucky State Police Public
Affairs Officer Barry Meadows said
the KSP assisted Public Safety in
investigating the rape and ~>Odomy
charges, hut an investigation into
other possible charges i~> still active.

Parking:

Econo,my:

Parking garage, shuttle possible solutions to problem

Economic recession
strong possibility

From Page 1
The Judicial Board has
appealed about 8 percent of
more than 4,000 parking tickets issued this semester, and
Harney said she would like to
remind students that appeals
can be filed at Public Safety
within five business days of
when the ticket is issued.
"Please complete the appeal
forms clearly, concisely and
legibly so that the situation can
be understood," Harney said.
According to information
provided by Public Safety,
1,283 blue permits were issued
this semester, while 2,793
blue-zoned spaces are available. That condition has disgruntled students when they
see unused blue spaces.
"They have too much faculty
parking," Tabb said. "If you
drive by those lots, there's
place after place that's empty."
DeVoss said Public Safety
officials have not considered
the abundance of blue-zoned
parking but are open to suggestions.
"lf any constituent groups
want to mention that, then it
would be something for us to
look at, and we would certain-

ly evaluate it," DeVoss said.
Regents and White College
residents, who are issued
brown permits, may find additional problems this semester,
with 556 spaces provided for
577 brown-permit holders,
according to information provided by Public Safety.
Harney said the Judicial
Board and Student Senate are
doing everything they can to
help alleviate the problem for
those residents. She attributes
the lack of parking in that area
to the closing of Hart College,
which caused an overflow of
residents in Regents and White
colleges.
DeVoss said Public Safety
personnel have discussed the
lack of parking for brown-permit holders but are unsure of a
solution.
..I don't have a short-term
remedy for this," Devoss said.
"This is the first year we've
had much of a problem over
there. The stadium would be
the next logical place to park."
University oflicials are in
the process of providing solutions to students' parking complaints. Dewey Yeatts. vice

granted funds to construct a
parking garage, a University
Police department may be
installed within the proposed
facility, Yeatts said.
"That's a good situation for
several reasons because if
there's any vandalism that
someone' s going to do to a
parked car, if there's any
attacks made on anyone, I
would think they would be
much more hesitant to do that
with the police department
right there," Yeates said.
The University will hear
about its capital plan and
whether the parking garage
funding is granted around
April, and it would be effective around July 2002, Yeatts
said.
If Kentucky denies Murray
State funding for a parking
garage. the chances of the University funding the project
would be minimal, Yeatts said.
"Right now, it's costing us
around $1.500 per space to
build a parking lot like you see
around campus now," he said.
"Our estimating manuals that
we use here indicate that the
range would actually be

president of Facilities Management, said Murray State
has applied for approval of a
$6 million grant from the state
for a 500-space parking
garage.
"I would expect that we
could get approval, but we've
asked for funding, and with the
state's economy the way it is,
I'm not very optimistic that
we'll get funding for a parking
garage," Yeatts said. ''What
we really need is approval. If
we could get approval, if we
had to seek other financial
alternatives for constructing
the garage, then at least we
would have the ability to proceed."
Yeatts said University officials began considering the
addition of a parking garage
because it would allow the
University to get people closer
to buildings and the core of
campus.
DeVoss said Public Safety
would support proposals that
would add parking. In this situation, Public Safety may
stand to gain from a parking
garage as much as students
would. If the University is

$9,000 to $14,000 per space
for a parking garage.''
With low optimism for a
parking garage, Yeatts said
University officials may have
to provide additional solutions.
"Potentially, there could be
a shuttle operating from Stewart Stadium or Hamilton
Field," he said. "I think we
would have to study that to see
what the cost would be and
what kind of operation schedule they would actually adhere
to."
Karen Hill, a senior from
Paducah, said although she
usually parks at a friend· s
house near campus, she agrees
that something needs to be
done to improve the parking
situation. But she said she is
not sure just what action the
University should take.
"I remember having to wait
10 minutes to find a spot," Hill
said, referring to when she had
to find a parking space on
campus. "T' d just wait for people leaving a spot . I think any
type of shuttle system can definitely help, but there are
always going to be problems."

From Page 1
so low."
Withal I this economic turmoil, the question of
recession has been brought up quite frequently.
Some claim that America was expenencmg a
recession even before the attacks, and the
tragedy would only magnify it. Economics Professor David Bra<~field said he does not agree
with that position, but he did concede that a
recession is looming.
"The country is not in a recession (period of
economic uncertainty)," Brasfield said. '"The
economy has just bel!n growing ut a slow rate.
There is a strong possibility that we may be
moving into one. however."
Mathis agreed with Brasfield's prediction.
"At this point thc!re's not much doubl that
we'll have a recession,'' Mathi~ said. "All imlications point to that. ..
So does this dark cloud over America's economy have a silver lining? Guin. Bm.'ifield and
Mathis said it does.
"It all depends on what happens next.'' Mathis said. ''If there are no more attacks. then this
will have been a major setback, but we'll get
through it."
"For the first six months (following the
attacks) we will see much of this economic
uncertainty," Guin added. "But after that. I
expect we'll get right back on tmck. This is certainly a tragedy, but not a calamity.''
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